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PUBLISHED EVEHY 8ATUHDAY AT

rPE VAARWERK,

EMU,

BI1LL&N0 cin,
OFFICE : VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

G. J., Family Snpply Store:
a choice stock of groceries alwavs on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

A

Oiniral Dialiri.

0. J.

LOESBUEO, Editor and PutMer.

TIMS

or SUBSCBIPTIOIL— 13.00 fUjntiM Umct.

I'VUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers in Dry Goods,
A/ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Caps,
Clothing and Feed ; River street.

TK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
A Groceries,
Notary Public and convey-

job PRnrnso promptly awd kratlt im)nr.

;

etc.

ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

\TAN PUTTEN

G,» General Dealers, In Dry
Goods. Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caim,
Flonr, Provisions, etc.; River st.

One square of ten linen, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
'°r “Ml insertion, and 25 cents for each eubseuuent insertion for any period under three
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K., Dealer In General Hardware; cor, Eighth and River street.

T

00

UI LUrUU

I>OONE &

ALBERTI, Livery and Hale Stable.
Offlceandbarnon Market street. Everythluu
h

U
first-class.
lx

Livery and Halo Stable;

Officeof Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th

street,

near Market.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.

An X

and Sale Stablei.

VTIBBELINK. J. H„

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines,$2.00 per annum.

Liquor Dealeri.

before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

T

lEN HAGE, Wm.. Dealer

In all kinds of Liquors,
Beer, Cldar. Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and Keeper of a tine Pool Tab
Table, No. 50 Eighth street.

jjr* All advertisingbills collectable quarterly
Wigoacnkeri and BUckiaithi.

EM A A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
U UK
Shop. Horse-shoeing
done. Eighth

$ail ilaiuL.
Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Effect,

Sunday, June

2A, 1877.

Arrlteal
mins.

Holland.

Grand Rapids. *10.15 a. m.
SI
12.00 “ “
ts
J 9.85 p. w.
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289.

war.
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And

seive.
army.,

yet the cry U to increase the

Dn. Shiloh’s System Vitalizer is no
doubt the most successfulcure for Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint we have ever
known, otherwisewe could not guarrautee
it. In cases of Comsumption,where General Debility, Loss of Appetite and Constipation exist, it will restore and regnlate
the system while SIM's Cure allays the
inflnmatior.and heals the lungs. Price 75
cents. Sold by J. O. Doesburg,No. 70,
Eighth street, and Wm. Van Putten, River
street, Holland. Mich.

iron shrunk upop/the pipe. The copper North Carolina, Delaware, and Tennessee,
tubes appear to tfe one-fourth and ond-half from which no reports had been made

Hackmetack, a rich and fragrant purfume. Sold by tlie above dealers.

inch in diameter,but the aperture in their

when

centre in not large enough to admit a pin-

York

in a shell ol nine incites thickness. The

perpendiculartubes that reach from floor

According to the returns received at the
machine, Adjutant-General's
office, the militia availhave a centra! chamber of three inches able for military duty is put down at three
to celling, at the other end of the

diameter, the surrounding metal being millions in round numbers, including the
three inches thick, outside of It, one Stales of Nevada, Oregon, Indiana, Georabove the other, arc huge rings of wrought gia, Florida, West Virginia, Alabama,

head. The machine
Mr. Keely

$cuj

Uircba&t Tailon

(pi’crtisSfiMnL.

W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
in ready made clothing and Geuta' Furnish
ing Goods.

is

now

complete.

New

the estimate was prepared.
is stated at 488,188.

These stern

facts

must

command the atwho will

is giving exhibitions# of its tention of the taxpaying people,

force; registering pressure to the square see what it costs them to maintain an arinch, and is lasting strength before he ap- my of 25,000 men, when 10,000 men arc

I>OSMAN, J.

MORTGAGE SALE.

plies tho power to large engines. First,
he begun to register pressure upon the
gauge, which will register a pressure of
11,500 pounds to the square inch. He
made nine tests, and with five-twentieths
suspensionof the water column and ton
pounds of air he produced 11,000 pounds
pressure to the inch, and had to shut olf
the pressure because the gauge would not
staud more. The condensing apparatus
iuto which the vapor is dischargedis a

YTORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchas- "TV E FAULT having been made In the conditions
cd elsewhere, will be cut to order. Keoairlng Is of payment (of the second Installmant) of a
n.m.
certain Indenture of mortgage,dated ou the eighth
promptly attendedto. River street.
f5.15 “ “
(8) day of May, one thousand eight hundred aud
seventy four (1874,) made and executedby John A.
3.20 p. m.
Hut MarkaU.
Roost, and Clara Roust, of the City of Holland,
* 2.30 p. m.
IkUTKAUW.. New Meat Market, near corner County of Ottawa,and State of Michigan,parties
Holland.

V

( 1.15

the Hgurea from the last

you doubt the wonderful success of Keely’e experiments with o new machine, and begin two yean after the cloae of the
.
give it alrial; which weighs more than twenty tone. It civil
then if, you are not perfectly satisfied, re‘ WAR BXFjtlfDTTURES.
has coet $60,000, having been two years in
turn the bottle ana we will refund the
1W7
$85,872,15720
Price paid. It has established the fact that process of erection, end .was twice recon- 1888
....... 40,323,18881
1889
78,001,99081 Hm*. ..... 42,818,92722
Consumption can be cured, while for structed witli other metal, because the first
...... 57.858,075#) 1875 ...... 41,190,04598
Coughs, Hoarseness,Asthma, Whooping choices of the inventorproved not strong 1871 ...... 86,799,991W 1870....... 88.070^88 64
Cough, and all Lung or Throat troubles,
enough to restrain the energy of hie vapor.
Cort In ten yftrs.
j$5W,et9, 479
there is nothing like It for a quick and posThcae were ten yean of peafte, and the
itive cure, and it seldom fails. 10 cents, The machine is made of wrought Iron and
50 cents, and $1.00 per bottle. If your cast steel. It consists of spheres, basins, expenditurereached less than one-fourth
Lungs are sore, or Chest or Back lame, use standing tubes, and lmn)l reservoirs,with
of the whole national debt, for which
Shiloh's Porous Plaster, Price 25 cents.
wilderness of connecting-rods, valves, and there is noW nothing to show. Six hunSold by J. O. Doosburg, No. 70 Eighth
street aud Wm. Van Pullen, River street, tiny copper tubes. A. globe of cast steel, dred millions of dollars in round numbers
Holland, Mich.
four fejt in diameter on the outside, holds disappeared like water poured through a

8/M'b Oomumption Cure,

iJ

T

NO.

The Directore of the Keely Motor Com- report of the Secretary of the Treasury,
pany met the other evening to wltneu Mr. Morrill, now Collectorof Portland,

and all kinds of repairStreet a few doors west of River.

ing

Taken

Ban Stood

chine. We uke

only twelve gallons. The center cavity
Llvary

25 00
40 U0
6.5

WHOUE

Knit's New Machine,

Jtytftol miteji.

Groceriesand Supplies; a
ready market for country produce; a Choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPEE,

-

1877.

OroeerWi.

(Eity $eutf.
t'LIETHTRA,A.,

A

1,

ample for all the needs of the country.—
N. I. Sun.

A Good Example,
A colony of

twenty-five families, includ-

ing about one hundred and forty persons,
the first part, and GljabrechtStein, of Allegan,
Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sauCounty of Allegan, and State of Michigan,party
5.25 a. m. sages couatautly on hand.
has been enrolled to emigrate from Baltiof the second part, and recorded In the office of the
8.25 p. m.
Register
of Deeds; In and for the County of Ottawa
more to Kansas, on the line of the AtchiT7'UITE,J., Deale^in all kinds of meats and
and State of Michigan, on the eleventh 'll) day of
Buffalo
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
son, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad.
May, A. D. 1874, at two o'clock In the afternoon of
Chicago.
j| 1.05 a. m.
12.15 p. m.
said day, In Liber “Y,” of mortgages, on page five
u
movement is headed by William B. Gref 5.10 “ “
ITAN
DER
HAAR,
H.,
Dealer
in
Fresh,
Salt,
*12.20 p. m.
hundred and thirty five (.V35).And whereas,there
it
and Smoked Meat* and VegeUbles; paper Is now claimed t,o be duo and unpaid at this date
8.15 p.m. t 9.45 “ “
gory, an ex-soldier and mechanic. All
and twine; 8th street.
i«
on said second instalment of said Indentureof cylinder that holds three gallons of waler
*2.05
the colonists are workingmen,
say
mortgage tho snm of one hundred aud twenty-six
* Mixed trains.
dollars and eighty -one cents, ($12-t.81) for principal and so strongly bolted and barred that it they recognize that thq cities are overUa&ufactorlei,Villi, Shopi, Xte.
anfl interest; And whereas, the said indentureof
looks ns if
for the discharge of a
; uauy except Saturday.
crowded with idle men, and if they remain
TNEMING, W, II., Manufacturerof Plows,
Pit
By mortgacecontains a condition that as often as any
[ Mondays only.
proceedings
is
taken
to
foreclose
the
same
bv
vlrtwenty-inch projectile. Its design is to
Improved machinery la enabled to sell the
starvation or beggary will overtakethem.
All other trains daily except Sundays.
regular Kalamazoo,
Plow and warrant
---- -------......
them, at tue of the power of sale therein containedthe sum
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago lower prices than any surrounding' town. Plow of twenty (20) dollarsshall be paid by the party of reduce the vapor, the force of which has
of them are skilled mechanics, a
k time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus points ground to order. 10th street west of River sL the first part to the party of luc second part as a just been used to water, for use over and
(
few are farmers, bat the majority are lareasonable attorney’s or solicitor’sfee, and allthc
LI BALD, R. K., Manufactnrtr of and Dealer in legal costs and charges o| such foreclosure and sale over again in the working of the machine. borers and rqllrtad hands. They comprise
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
Agricultural Implements; commission agent m case proceedingsshall be taken to foreclose the
limes representativehad an opporsame, and no init at law or chancery having been
excellent and orderly material.Several of
for Mowing Machines- cor. 10th & River street.
InsUtuted to recover said debt or any part thereof, tunity to breathe tho mysterious vapor
Taken Effect, Monday, May 20, 1870.J
the families have eight children,and all
OAUELS,
PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors Aou», therefor, notice is hereby gittn, that by virtue
of Hugger Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour or the power of sale containedIn said mortgage while tho wonderfulpressure was upon tho
are married, and none are over
and of the statute in such case made and proviaed,
North.
Bolus; South.
Mills.)near foot of 8th etreet.
tho tubes. It was discharged Into his
the said mortgage will bo foreclosed by a sale of
No. I
No. 2.
forty years of age, the largo majority being
STATIONS.
No. 8
No. 1
p. m. p. m.
p. in. a. in.
XTERBEEK, H. W.. «fc CO., Proprietorsof the the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as Is hands, his eyes, and his mouth. It was thirty years old. They have elected Mr.
8 00 12 15
Mnskegon
1 45
7 50
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- necessary to satisfythe amount due on said mort- perfectly cold and dry.
gage for principal and interest of said Installment,
7 25 11 41
Ferryubarg
2 18
8 40
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Samuel Shoemaker, of the Adams Express
said attorney sfcc-and the legal costs nud expenses
7 15 11 36
Grand Haven
2 21
8 56
Within a month, when he has made al^
of
foreclosure
and
sale
allowed
by
law,
at
public
aucCompany, their treasurer, and will appeal
« 30 11 07
IPigeun
2 58
9 40
Notary Putllci
tion or vendue to the highest bidder on the tentu his experiments with Ids
5 65 10 40
completed to him to aid them to get on ground where
Holland
3 35 11 15
(10)
day
of
September
A.
D.d877,
at
twelvob'clock
5 07 10 18
Fillmore
3 65 11 45
p08T, HENRY D., Real Estate aud loiarance at noon of said day, at the front door of the machine, Mr. Keely will endeavor to show
9 80
3 55
4 45
Aliciran
1 15
they can win bread for themselves and
Agent, Notary Public aud Conveyancer;Col- County Conn House. In the City of Grand Haven,
the extent of its power. In his concluding
lections made In Hollandand vicinity.
In sa Id County of Ottawa and Stat* of Michigan,
families. They have also appealed to the
that being the place for holdingthe Circuit Court talk with the Times representative, Mr.
public
for help. This lathe first colony
TY OOST, John A. Notary Public. Office in Com- for said County. Said mortgaged premises to be
mon Council Roomr, Van Landegends block, sold are described in said mortgage as follows,to Keely said: “This is a new substance: a formed since the late labor troubles, aud
Eighth street.
wit:
sit: All that certain piece or parcel of land, sftnew force, altogether unknown to science. if it is successful others will follow. They
uate
lu the City of Hor
e In
Holland, in the County
of OtAttorasyi.
H., Notary Public. Conveyancer, tawa
a and State of Mich
Michigan, and describedas fol- I don’t pretend to bo the inventor;I dispropose
take
one hundred and
and Insurance Agent. Office. Utiy Drug lows, to wit: Lot numbered uafive
and LUO
the west
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and Store, bth
v
nCOL
covered it by accident.I could work
street.
fourth
Notary Public;River etreet.
sixty acres and live on it as a community
eight U, .....
Wfc-;WI „ui»nu,jii this machine up to 10,000-horse-power if
Pknieiaai
at first, allotting no more land to any inthe County of Ottawa aud State of Michigau, aco HEKBURNE, 8. W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney
the metal would hold. I shall certainly work
cording to the recorded map of the same.
at Law and Notary Pnblic. Special attention
dividual
than he
earnings
A NNIS. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections,
Dated, Holland, Mich., June 8th, A. D. 1877.
S. W. cor. Public Square.
it upon a 200- horse power engine soon.
will be thrown into a
fund until
office In the Village of Zeeland at tho Store of A.
Bulks & Bros.
The little machine you saw in the office, every family has a house and a separate
|)E8T, R. B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
Executrix qf the ZostJ^S
Mich. Dr.
un-stairsfit is only nine feet long, two feet
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting McK. Offlceatthelrresldence.Overysel,
pclce of land. , ,The ground for the whole
Best will go to East Saugatuck every other
Agent. Office In Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor, day for the next year, to keep himself In roadluess
wide, and three feet high in its highest colony will be taken under the United
River street.
for professional culls.
part), is the most powerful machine ever
States pre-emption and homestead laws.
Bakirtii.
EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
constructed. It was built for us by Mr.
The managers of the enterprise are very
corner Eleventh and River street opposite TVEFAULT having been made lu tbs conditions
pKSSINK.G. J. A. Proprieti
ProprletrorofCItyBakerv; public
of payment (of the third Instalment)of a Williard, of Bordentown, who was drowned
.r
hopeful.—Rafttokn*despatch to the PhilaConfectionaryand cigars;
are; Refreshments In
certain Indenture of mortgage,dated on the eighth
a few days ago. It was a quart machine, delphia Times.
this line served on call: Eightl
zhth street.
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon.Office, (8th) day of May, A. D. 1874, made and executed
IvA over E. Uibold’s Boot and Shoe Store. hr John A. Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of —that is to say, it used only a quart of
Banking and Exchan a.
Holland, County of Ottawa, State of Michigan, of
Eighth street.
the firstpart. Gfisbreeht Stein, of Allegan, of the water. With the condenser that I have
Dr. Sayrks, an
Chaplain, is the
T^ENYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting, QCHOUTKN, R. A. City Pnysician. Office at D. Comity of Allegan, and State of Michigan,of the
nearly complete, I will make that clergyman in charge of the spirUdal interIV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Elghtn aud
R. Meougs’ Drug Store, 8th Sixeet.
second part, and recorded in the office of the Ret*
River streets.
Ister of Deeds hi and for the County of Ottawa ami
quart of water produce 1,000 horse-power ests of the soldiers in Fort St. George,
V1TOOLLEY, D. F. Physician. Office at re«i- State of Mlchlfflm, on the eleventh (11 h) day of
denco,
cor. 7th and Market St's. All calls May, A. I). 1874, at two o’clock in the afternoonof motion of aufficidnt duration to run a
Madras; and he likes to tell “his lads” ocBarkan.
promptly attended to, day or night.
said day in Liber “Y“ of mortgages on page five
steamship
across
the
ocean."—
Philadelphia
casionally& piece of his
in the
hundred and thirty-five(585) which third instalT'aE <4 ROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
ment of said indenture of mortgage was on the Times.
shampoonlug,halr-dyelng, etc., done at reaPtotonapher.
plainest terms from the pulpit. So he
fifth, (5) day of March, A. D. 1875, duly assigned by
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
{We deemed the above of sufficientim- closed up a recent sermon of hla with the
Hotel.
14-ly
1JTGGINS,B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- MidGyibrechtStein ts I. O. Hoffman,of Allegan,
Michigan, said assignment was recorded in ths
lery opposite this office.
portance
to lay it before our progress-lov- following: “My brethern, tbit it a ‘charity
office of the Register of Deeds In and for
Booka aid Stationary.
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, ing readers.
success of the above sermon’ I’m preaching. I waht rupees—
Badilirt.
on the third f8dl day of May, A. D., 1077, at one
IT ANTERS, L. T. Dealer In Books, Stationmotor
has
been
hinted
for over a year, and mind you— I want rupees,* and not dirty
o clock in the afternoon of said day, in
ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
ITAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in (l)
Liber “4,M of Mortgages, on page two hun- doubted just as long, and will be watched
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
pieces of paper in the bag, hgvlng written
dred and ninety eight, (898). And whereas,

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 11.15 a.m.
tt
J 9.80 p. m.
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XX
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Eighth street'

Tnmk8’

SlMldle*»Dd Whlpa;

AV

Siting Haehiati.

Booti and Bhoai.

TTEROLD,

B., Manufacturer of and dealer In
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;
Eighth street..

XX

_

1

;

f/-

ANTERS,

_

chine.

; Bantirt.

/'lEED. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofVJ flee on Eighth Street, oppositeBakker &
Van Raalte.

T^ERGUSON B. It Dental Surgeon. Performs
X* all operationsappertainingto Dentistry in

A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Allefor the “Howe Sewing MaDealers in needles and attachments.

there Is now claimedto be due, and unpaid at this with eager curiosity by all. If successful on them, ‘Sayers, old
date, on said third installment of said indenture of
Mortgage; the sum of one hundred and seventeen it will create a revolution in machinery.] I won’t have it, mind
and 48-100 dollars,($117 42-100,) for principal and

interest And, whereas, the said Indenture of

Amy

WWehM

of twenty

and JrreBy.

J.

O., Dealer In Drags and Medl-

-clnes, Paints and OUs, Brushes.Ac. Physician’sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth it.

fofirttes.

(turneries. Eighth street.

L

XTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer

In Dtpgs, Medlclnes, Paints, Oils, etc. : Proprietor of Dr.
NV. Van Dsm Besom Family Medici ues; Rlvcr St!

V
v

Y

DruggistA Pharmacist:*

full

week

Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holdHitareguIar meetings at Odd
Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening

See advertisement.

y. W. Racor, R.

s. k

*-

*®*™.**

FumHurt.

jyjEYER,

IL A GO., Dealers In all kinds of Fnr-

nlctureFramSete.T’Rlver Btroet' T°y*' Coffia8’

T *

Visiting others larecordlalhlntUed.'

stock of goods appertaining to the business

r. & a. a.

you,

, f

long enough."

I

won’t.

I've

•

11 1

de Cassagnac, the French Deputy,

1

one o'clock inthe aftei noon of said day, at the front officers and
door of the Conntv Court House, In tho City of
Of the officers there are 1 general, MleuGrand Haven, in said County of Ottawa, and State

tenant-General,

8

major-generals,

and 14

and never received a wound.

Gen. Mahono, unsuccessm canoidatc

premises to be sold are described in said mortgage brigadier-generals,67 colonels, 86 lieuten- for the Democratic nominationas Goveras foUows, to wit: An that certain piece or pur. ant-colonels,242 majors, 22 aides-de-camp,
nor of Virginia, was wounded during the
cel of laud, situate Ip the City of Holland, in tbe
County of Ottawa,and State of Michigau. and de- 591 captains, 40 adjutants, 40 regimental War. He weighs little over 180 pounds,
cribed as follows, to wit; Lot numberedfive (5)
quartermasters,1 battalion adjutant, 1 and bis wife
mueb dlstn^ed when
and the west fourth part of lot numbered four (4) In
battalion quartermaster, 588 first .lieuten- she heard of his

w«

Michigan, according to the recorded map of the

“Dated, Hollaxd, Michigan,June 8th, A. D. 1877
vertisement.

Paul

mem

,

hUM*0-

of each

VITAI^H HEBER,

0. of 0. P.

It

(20)

t

Orugi and kidielnti.

U

stood

How the
ii made up.
ui UN* lUL-rem tuiiuuncu, me Hum
dollars shall bo paid by the party of
Journallat, bully, and duellist, received
the first part to the party of the second pail as a
There is a very imperfect knowledge of
hit first instructionin fencing from a
reasonable attorney's or solicitor's fee, and all the
legal costa and charges of such foreclosure and the cost and composition of the regular
woman. She was the daughter of a Posale in ease proceedingsshall be taken to forclose
army. We propose to supply this needed
the same, and no nit at law or chancery having
lish fugitive,by vocatlou a fencing master..
been InsUtuted to recover said debt or any part information with the aid of the annual
Bhe came to ask assistance for her sick
thereof. Mote, therefore, notice is. hereby given, that
N V YirtllP nf MW* Yw\wr<xs* st# •Isa
In i\A (n a n *1 Register, and the reports to and debates In
father, aud proved the troth of her story
Congress, wherein the figures are derived
by challenginga doubter to a bout with the
from official sources down to a recent foils, and easily disarminghim. Under
date. The actual army consists of 25,400
the tuition of this woman Cassagnac beenlisted, men and 2,151 commissioned officame one of the met! expert swordsmen
^w^^nbllVaucUon or vendne, teUieJil^hestblt£ cers on the actual list cr a total of 27,851
of France. He has fought nineteenduels,

ToUceund dgirs.

the best stylo of the art. Office over H. D. Poat,
Eighth street.
14-ly

TAOKSBURG,

—Ed.

cock, bow are you?’

ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN, Assign*.
Howard A McBride, AtCys/or Assignee,

ants, 445 second lieutenants, and 84 chaplains, with the rank of captains of *

-

Spw.&r

*

*

the cost of tbts milltaiy ma-

body

.

4‘la

I&TM.

the border matters for the present at least.
.
tion was held at Harrisburg. Aug. 22. Joo I 29: “Inteffigenoe
from Schipka is to the effect
The National Board of Trade held its ninth anOgWing
i»
rtttlgolng
on. Thl.l. without
nual session in Milwaukeelast week. There
was a meager attendance.
Bedford, for Auditor General The following doubt toe greatest battle of toe war, having
now ^enm progress seven days. It is estiNew regulations for trainmen have been in- platform was adopted :
The Democratic'party of
pen
" ~
jnruylYxnls and ita mated tiiat the TuAg lost not less than 10,000
troduced on the Baltimoreand Ohio road, delegatesin convention ai
men, while the Russians lost 8,001 During
led do dertire^J
wlich, it is believed, will werk more tj? the satIn tha Balkans the Bas-

%

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

.

Ubction of the gnployes. Each ejftinelsto
have a regular•eiwwf hands that Iterate
when used; the company propose to employ a

•

•plrit of patriotism which forebore a contest upon
force soffident to do the work of the road,
no more, thus avoiding in the future the com- the first offense will resist and punish any attempt
»
plaintsmade by the strikers, that they conld
EAST.
ft* Imnwltate happy effect of the
not make a living because they were not allowed
Donahue,the labor agitator, who ia Barring time enough to do so.
application by the Federaladministration
of the
a term ip (the >11 of New York ofy for inciting
The Fedepql troops along the’ Baltimore and
the Erie ndltoad etrikeir^hits gtarted a workOhio railroad have been withdrawn, the Gov- tlon of the reserved rights of toe severs! States to
ingmen’s daily paper, called The Striker....
ernors of Maryland and West Virginia having exerciseall power not delegated to the General GovThe cadetship in the
Point Military
anuMnt by express constitutions!provision.
Academy for the First CongressionalDistrictof notified the War Department that they were no
3. Thst the purpose to reform the civil service
which hss been proofciruedby the present adminisNew York has been won by a colored boy longer needed.
tration1m Hke its adopted Southern . policy,a connamed CharlesA. Minnie, son of a blacksmith
The Cuban League, which has its headquar- fession <» the fafiure of radicalism and a Just tribTwo NorOtloufc forgers, Hosted and Connor, ters in Nfew York, has issued an address to ute to the Democracy,which has long and earnestly
hare been Arreted In New York. They had the people of the United States urging demanded the overthrowapd punishment of corrupt offldalsi>*V» notvir.
negotiatedMttral thousand dollars’ worth of the inhabitantsof large cities to form Cuban
4. That capitalcombined in corporate organiza-

am

»««ond.
*»..

THE

West

bogna St Looia and Qoincy bonds.. (.There
are orer 40,000 coal-minerson a strike in the
anthraciteregions of Pennsylrania. They demand a restoration of the wages that were paid
in May last

i

THE WEST.
On

.

the afternoonof Aug. 26 two spans of

the Union Fadfio railroad bridge at

Omaha

were swept away by a tornado, causing a break

of abont 500 feet at the Iowa end of the
structure.The catastrophe will prove a se
oub detriment to business throuchout the entire trans-Missouricountry. The bridge is
said to hare cost something orer 12,000,000.It
is 2,750 feet long, divided into eleven spans of
250 feet each. Two spans, therefore, represent
two-eleventhsof the bridge. It is estimated
that $300,000wiD be required to replace the
broken spans.... Indianapolis reports that
there is every indication of a renewal of busi-

ness there this fall ____ Last week Chicago
alone, of all the large oities, showed a gain in
her clearing-house report.,.. Chicago merchants predict for that city the most prosperons
fall trade it has experiencedsince the panic.
.
Three members of a notorious band of horsethieves were reoentlv found hanging to a tree
between Holden and Lexington, Mo., with hits
of paper pinned to their bodies labeled“Horsethieves.”... .A Camp Robinson (Neb.J telegram
says: “The Sidney coach, from Deadwood,
was stopped last mght above Buffalo gap by
five road agents, who fired into the coach before a word was given to halt. Ed Cook, Division Superintendent of the stage line, was shot
through the ear. The robbers secured $12 out
of about $1,000 in the possession of the passengers.”
.

The

leading merchantsof

.

St Louis have

been interviewedby a newspaper reporter, and
they say the prospectsfor a heavy

fall

trade in

that city are good.*.!. A sensationaltragedy
was enacted In Chicago a few days ago. A
young man named O'Sullivan became enamored of a girl named Kate Brannock,the
daughter of respectable parents. She refused
to marry him, which so incensed him that he
killed her by shooting her through the head
with a pistol, and then ended his own miserable existence in the same manner.

No

Leagues, for the purpose of exercisingmoral
influence upon our own and other dviUzed
governments in
n favor of the suppressloi
>n of the
inhuman war waged against Cuba tthe last
eight year*, and
>d asking
asking the aid of the press to
demand Cuba’s recognition ah a belligerent. .
The new season at MoVicker's Chicago Theater
opened with the first production in America of
Sardon’s “Seraphine,which has provedjhighly
successful. The company is the best ever
gotten togetherin the twenty years’ career of
the theater under Mr. McVickers management
Edwin Booth will appear for an engagement of
several weeks’ duration during the term of the
Exposition.

The National Board of Trade has

.

Just held

an interesting, and it is hoped a profitable,four

days’ session at

Milwaukee The

attendance

was meager in numbers, but seems to have
more than made up in quality what was lacking in quantity. The discussionstook a wide
range, embracing nearly every important topic
relating to the commercial, finance and industrial interests of the country. Among
other important questions passed upon was
the propositionlooking to the adoption of a
standard weight of the bushel throughout the
United States; a request to the' President to recommend to Congress the creation
of a commission for the purpose of revising
the tariff rates; the adoption of a memorial
to Congress for the removal of the presentunjust discriminationagainst the West in the
matter of direct importation ; the passage
of resolutionsin favor of a reciprocity treaty
with tynada; the adoption of a resoluaion
recommending the funding of greenbaeksin
bonds of the United States bearing 4 per cent
interest and running 40 years, and expressing
the opinion that the present law for the
resumption of specie payments Is insufficient
to accomplish that purpose ; the denouncing of
the Bankrupt law as unjust and oppressivein
its operations ; the adoption of resolutions
urging the repeal by Congress of the navigation laws of the United States, which were
characterizedas unjust and destructive to the
American ship-owning interest; and calling
upon Congress to take steps to secure an international monetary convention for the purpose
of establishing a permanent relative valuation
between gold and silver.A resolutionin favor
of the remonetization of silver was voted

Chicago by the failure of the State Savings Institution,the leading savings bank in the city,

and

at one time consideredone of the soundest
financial concerns in the Northwest Bad assets, injudiciousmanagement, and a slight
run on the bank, consequent upon the recent
failures in St Louis, are said to have been the

bituminous coal or coke,

eighty-five,

capacity.20,660 tons; total number in
blast, 259 fumaoei, with a weekly capacity of 45,882 tom. Ohaicoal furnaces

city, 26,455 tons; total number out of
qf the Turkish infantry. The issue
appears likely to turn npon the question which blast, 443 furnaces, with a weeklv capaf
can bring up the greatest reinforcementsin the city of 63,467
shortest possible time. It is obviously
Suleiman’splan to wear out toe defenders of

^wg®8

tons. ^

toe pass by rtinfc ^nslahti relays of fresh
troops, and he would undoubtedly succeed in
toe end if the Russians were nQ§also being recruited by fresh arrivals. The crisis in this
year’s campaign Is now impending. Appearances indicate that the tide, which has been
favorableheretoforeto the Turks, is now turning and bearing toe Rusdane to victory.",; j.
The Czar has at length consented to toe participation of toe Roumanians in toe war, and
their battalions have commenced crossing the
Danube Into Bulgaria.

WASHINGTON NOTjES.

.

The Chmmissionfcr of Agriculturewill
recommend the creation at Washington
of a mammoth agriculturalmuseum, to
contain samples of all the improved
agriculturalmachinery of toe various
States. He thinks that this will improve
agriculture.

The custom

of business firms print-

ing advertisingcards closely resembling
tion has been too highly favored by both State And
Federal legislation, and its demands for large regreenbacks has become so prevalent that
turns are inconsistentwith the depressedcondition
A
petition
from
toe
Chinese
in
Cuba,
comthe Government,for the protection of its
of the laboring and business interestsof the country. We oppose further enactments fbr its special plaining of the cruelty of Spanish planters, has citizens, has determined to prosecute all
benefitat the expense of other interests. Labor and
who thus transgress in the future, and so
capitalshould have no cause of ant^oniam. and reached England.... Hon. E. B. Washbume,
pnt
a stop to the practice.
they should be left fre# to adjust their own rela- ex-Ministerto France, was in Berlin last week,
tions. The right to contract freelyexists for both where he was cordiallyreceived by Emperor

GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.

parttes.
6.

>

That we accept the admonition of

Jack-

son in saying, concerning standingarmies as dangerous to free governmentsin time of peace : “ I
shall not seek to enlarge our present establishment,
nor disregard the salutary lesson of political experience which teaches that the military should be
held subordinate to the civil power ; ” accordingly
increaseof the Federal army and any attempt to employ it as an agent of Federal anthority,or for interferencewith the sovereign rights of States,will
receive continued earnestopposition of the Democracy of Pennsylvania.
6. That many of our rich men have not been content with equal protection and equal benefits,but
have besought us to make them richer by act of
Congress; and, by attemptingto gratify their desires, we have in the results of our legislation
arrayed section against section,interest against interest, man again Bt man, in fearful commotion, and
therefore the grant by the Legislatures of States
or by Congress of exclusiveprivileges, and
the establishment of odiona monopolies, under pretext of public benefitor of Justice to certain sections of the conntry, are a direct iuault upon the
equal rights of the people, and, as these monopolies
have been contrived to enrich « few, while a large
number of people are reduced to want, the Democracy of Pennsylvaniaprotestagainstsubsidies,
laud-grants,loans of the public credit, and appropriationsof tha people's money to any corporation
a* legalizedplunder of the taxpaying industries of
tbs country.
T. Thst ws look with alarm ind apprehension
upon the pretensions of the great transportation
companiesto be above the fundamental l»w of this

Commonwealth, which governsall

else

within our

borders, and, untl they accept the constitution of
1873 in good faith, they should remain objects of
the utmost vigilanceand jealousy by both the Legislatureand people.
Resolved, That we hereby reaffirm and adopt the
financial resolutions of the national Democratic
platform adoptedat 8t. Louis in 1378.
It ia said Senator Sherman hankers after his
old seat in the

United States Senate, and that

n case Ohio goes Republican he will be a can-

didate for the position.

The Republicans of Virginia have declined to
nominate a State ticket.... The Connecticut
State Greenback Convention was held at New
down.
The Chicago Inter-Ocean recently addressed Haven last week, over 1,500 delegatesbeing
m attendance.Resolutions were adopted dea circularletter to nearly all the members of
manding the un condi tisnal repeal of
the presentCongress solicitingtheir views upon the Resumption act the full remonethe question of the remonetization of silver. tizationof sliver,bonds interchangeablewith
The number of replies received was 197, with greenbacks, toe latter to be full legal tender,
the following result: In favor of remonetiza- equitable taxes, abolitionof monopolies, the
tion, 146 ; against remonetization,18 ; unde- stoppage of all subsidies, and the removal of
SecretarySherman.
cided, 31; declined to answer, 2.

little excitement has been caused in

cite, eighty- seven, capacity, 17,442 tons,

The fractional currency is being redeemed very slowly, and $15,000,000is a
small estimate of the amount which

William and members of toe German Government.

An insurrectionhas broken out in Crete.
will never be presented for redemption.
Two engagementshave been fought, In which Of the first two issues, amounting to $7,thirty-six Turks and seventeen Christianswere
400,000, not a dollar was presented for
killed. - Thessalyis reported in a state of redemptionin the last month ; of the
brigandage, which must end in insurrection.
next issue, amounting to over $3, 000, 000,
An adventurous Colorado potato beetle was less than $1,000 was redeemed, and of
lately found in a potato field near Schildan, the two last issues, amounting still to
Saxony. The populationof that district imme- $9,300,000,only some $600,000 was redeemed.

Hon. Green B. Baum, the United

ansport

of cholera is quarantinedat the States Commissionerof Internal Revemouth of the Suez canal. . .It is currentlyre- nue, has issued a circular, limiting the
ported and believed in England that the well- number of consanguineous persons who
known Turkish General, Osman Pasha, is the
may be employed in the public service
jelebrated French exile, Marshal Bazaino.
in the various revenue districts of the
South American advicesreport another serf
country.
ous earthquake in Chili. Owing to the break
There is a falling off this year in the
ing of the cable from Callao south we are with
Government receipts for postage of over
out particulars of toe disaster.... At a council
of French ministers the other day, at which $400,000. Up to the commencement of
PresidentMacMahon presided,it was decided the last fiscal year the increase of value
to prosecuteGambotta for the speech which be in the stomps, stamped envelopes,postal
delivered at Lille. The Journalswhich pub- cards, etc., had been very large and
lished it will also bo prosecuted.
steady. The inferenceis that in times
Col. Wellesley,the accredited representaof great depression in business people
tive of the British Government at the head- donot\/rite as many letters as when
quartersof the Russian army operating from they are comfortable and cheerful.
the Danube, has made a report to the War OfA recent Washington dispatch says :
fice. It has been published as a “Blue Book."
He says that, after a thorough examination of “ The late news from Spain is that the
English and other witnessesof the Russian op- failure to subdue the insurrection in Cuba
erations, he has come to the conclusion that
is mainly due to corruption, incompethe charges of Russian cruelties are absolutely
without foundation.... Sorvia has finally de- tenoy and maladministrationon the part
of the Spanish officials,but there are
cided to cast her fortunes with Russia.
no
indications that Spain has any intenA correspondent at Rome telegraphs :
tion
of abandoningthe contest, or that
have received from ordinarily trustworthy
she fears outsiders. It is probable that
sourcesthe information that the Pope is suffering great prostration,and has barely the present Spanish Ministry intends to
strength to attend to any business ____ A dis- make a formidable effort to subdue the
patch from Pesth announces that the Bosnian insurgentsin toe coming fall campaign.
insurgents have been again totallydefeated Fifteen thousand additional troops are to
near Czernypotak, and driven over too Austrian
be sent to Cuba next month, with abundfrontier.
ant funds, and great confidence is placed
in the new General”
130 cases

.

causes that brought about the smashBUSINESS INTERESTS.
up. The total deposits amounted to
In past years the Department of AgCommercial and Trade Matters.
2,931,576, the bulk
which was
riculture has at times made itself someThe
New
York
Republican
State
Convention
The premium on gold in Now York has just
the hard earnings of industriouspoor peoSilks will be cheaper than ever, the what ridiculousby predictions of short
ple, who are illy prepared to bear the loss. The touched the lowest point it has reached since has been called to meet at Rochester Sept. 26.
ooooon crop in France being very large, cotton crops, which were based on imaffairsof the concern have been placed in the 1872, namely, 104 ..... Music has been distinctly
The New Jersey Republican Convention will
hands of an assignee. It is claimed by the
Baltimore papers say the indications perfect estimates and the fears of cortransmitted
from
New
York
to
Hartford,
a
meet
at Trenton Sept. 25.
Senator Conkling
officersof the hank that the dividends for deof an early fall trade are apparent in the respondents who told terrible tales of
distance of 240 miles, by the Ed son telephone. is reported as saying that he is opposed to the
President'sofficeholdersorder, and that the business quarters of that city, the stocks drought, flood, or army-worm. This
INDIAN NEWS.
officeholders
of New York will neither resign accumulatedlargely exceeding those of year the mistake, if any is made, will
me weu-miown actor ana ineatncai manager. .
A dispatch from Salt Lake, Utah, reports nor go out of politics.It is said he. has ad- previous years.
not be in that direction, the August reChicago elevatorscontain 806,831bushels of
wheat, 1,412,468 bushels of corn, 307,370 bush that Gen. Howard had a slight skirmishwith vised A. B. Cornell, Naval Officer at New York,
ports
of cotton being very enoournging.
The New York Herald thinks the fall
els of oatoj 117,127 bushels of rye, and 90.633 the Nez Perces Indians Aug. 21, in which one and Chairman of the New York Republican
In
grain
there are similarly bright prostrade of that city will be the largest
ind total of man was killed and seven wounded. The In- Committee, to “stick” until removed by the
pects of abundance, and speculators who
President.
since
1873.
The
sale
of
merchandise
is
bushels at dians the same night stole 200 of Howard’s
already unusually large and of a charac- took a different view have lost money.
THE TURKO-RUSSIAN WAR.
horses. The Montana volunteerswere returnof the United Slates held their iriennialcon- ing home disgusted.
The Pennsylvania Republican AssociThere has been a sanguinary struggle for ter for every-day consumption.
clave at Clevelanda few days ago. The parade
ation at Washington has been dissolved,
A Salt Lake dispatchof Aug. 25 reports the the possessionof the Schipka pass, the most
So
many
new
vessels
are
building
in
was one of the finest ever witnessed in the
owing to the President’s recent order
country,over 8,000 plumed Knights being in Nez Perces Indians on Henry’s lake. Gen. feasible route through the Balkan mountains England, especiallysteamers, that the
line. Some difficult and beautifnl maneuvers Howard was one day behind them, but, as he into Bourne] ia. Suleiman Pasha began the at- English shipping brokers say that they prohibitingpersons holding Federal oftack on the Russian position on Tuesday mornwere executed daring the march.
had halted to await supplies, there was a prosbegin to fear that the carrying trade of fices from participating in political meeting, Aug. 21, and kept it up until late at night,
ings or contests. The associationadTHE SOUTH.
pect of the distance between them being
bringing forward fresh troops as one the world is being largely overdone.
dressed a letter to the President stating
A Memphis telegram of a recent date says widened.
body after another was repulsed. The attack
The commerce of the country in 1872 the purpose of the organization,and inA dispatch from Deadwood, Dakota, says: was renewed on Wednesday, and the day, like
“For several years the revenue officershave
and 1873 was the largest ever known. closing a list of the members, with the
its
predecessor,
was
spent
in
hard
fighting,
toe
had great trouble in trying to break up illidt “The party of twenty persons who left here
Turks being foiled in every attempt to dislodge For the year ending June 30, 1877, it inquiry whether its future existence
distilling in Hennr county, Tenn., and in nu- about two weeks ago for the Little Misvery nearly would be a violation of his order. The
toe enemy from his strongly fortified position. amounted to $1,149,550,662,
merous instances the revenue officershave been souri river returned to-day. They report The losses of the assailants were severe ____
the full aggregateof the heaviestyears.
President referred the letter to Atty.
confronted with armed bodies of men and that last Tuesday afternoon the party discov- There has been some severe fighting between
A
Baltimore
paper
reports
that the Gen. Devens, who replied in the affirmforced to leave. Various means have been re- ered Indians close to them. They selected
the Turks and Montenegrins.The Turks are
sorted to in order to put a stop to it Last Sat- high ground, and dug rifle-pits. 'They had advancing toward Nicsics.
Baltimore and Ohio road is anticipating ative, and the association disbanded.
urday the better portionof the citizens there, been digging about twenty minutes when nearlv
Mb. Fawcett, sent by Layard, the British a greater demand for freight facilities
after consultingwith the Revenue Collector and 500 Indians appeared on a bluff opposite about
this fall than for several seasons past.
other officials, gave a grand barbecno. All the 400 yards off and commenced firing at them. The Minister, to repgrt upon toe conditionof the
THE MARKETS.
moonshiners 1 were invited, and United States fight lasted nearly four hoars. Thomas H. Carr, fugitives south of the Balkans, and to distrib- Additional freight cars are being conNEW YORK.
Senator Harris made a lengthy speech to them, Quartz Recorder of the Deadwood Mining Dis- ute relief, writes : “ Even all written gives no structedby the company, and the force Beeves ...........................
$7 75 @12 50
showing them the disgrace brought npon the tnct, was shot through the head and killed. adequate idea of the extent of toe misery and of hands has been largely increased and Boor ..............................5 25 @ 5 75
State by their coarse,and that vigorons meas- Twenty-sevenhorses belonging to the miners destitution among the refugees or the barbarCotton ........ ................n @
the time extended.
ures would be enforced to pnt a stop to their were also killed. After dark the Indians with- ities perpetrated on both sides. The British
Floub— Superfine Western ........ 4 10 @4 60
Wheat— No. .....................1 31 £ 1 85
illicit wort. Finally an agreement wae made drew, and the miners escaped, being obliged to
relief committee at Adrianople,after careful
Mill, Shop and Labor Notes.
Corn— WeRtern Mixed .............62 (A 55
that all of them would, within two weeks, sur- walk 150 miles to reach this city/’.. .A late investigation, have ascertained that 10,150 fngiMixed .............
29
38
render their stills, etc., and give bond for their Washington dispatch says: “The dispatches tivo women and children need relief at once.
Both Burlington, Iowa, and Mon- Oath—
Rye— Western..... ..... .......
68 (4 70
appearance at the next term of the United to the Governmentindicate that there is no ap- Of these, 1,700 are Jews and 8,000 Tnrks.
mouth, HI., are working to secure the Pobk— Now Mcbs ..... /.. ......... 18 10 @13 25
prehensionof a general hostile combination of
States Court.”
The fight for toe possession of toe Schipka location of rolling mills at those places. Lard ............... .............. 8tf@ a
Indians against the whites in the Northwest.
CHICAGO.
WASHINGTON.
The antagonism between the wild tribes is such pass proves to have been one of the most stubThe Delaware and Hudson Canal Beeves— Choice Grsded Steers ..... 6 90 @ 6 25
The President and Secretaries Evarts, as to prevent this, were an effort made. The born and well-contestedon both sides that toe Company have decided to mortgage all
Choice Natives........... 6 25 @ 5 75
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 50 @ 3 76
Devens and Key returned to Washingtonfrom
war has afforded. The Russians occupied a their Pennsylvania property, including
Good Second-class Steers. 3 75 @ * 23
other tnbe" * ^ *eMed and hated
toe
number of intrenchmente originallv constructed
their New England tour on the 25th of AuMedium to Fair .......... 4 50 @ 5 00
coal
lands,
for
$10,000,000,
to
meet
Fbom Fort Ellis,Monti, nnder date of Aug. bv the Turks in the defiles** the Balkans, but
Hoob— Live ........................4 60 @ 5 35
gust. Secretary Sherman returned from his
forthcoming obligations.
FLOURr-Fancy White Winter ....... 6 75 @ 7 00
Ohio visit on the same day.
27, Capti Benham, of the Seventh Infantry, abandoned by them soon after the Russians
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00 @ 6 50
penetratedinto Roumania. The Turks hurled
Several
Indianapolis
carpenters
who
Wheat— No. 2 Spring... ........... 1 07 @ 1 08
It is stated in a Washington dispatch that telegraphs as follows to Gen. Gibbon, at themselveswith desperatevalor upon these dewent to London, Eng., some time ago,
No. 3 Spring ..............1 01 @ 1 03
Postmaster General Key, on his return to the Helena: “The Indians appeared in Griser fenses, and were repeatedlyrepulsed with ter42#
are satisfied with their prospects. Corn— No. ....................... 41
tMte
On
the
24th
fast
They
struck
a
Helena
rible
slaughter.
For
six
days
the
contest
Oats— No. ........................ 21
23
capital, “ found a bagful of letters from the
and Badersburgpartv, killing seven men and raged with fort, toe valorous Turks, Wages they report at £2 a week, say Rye— No. ........................
63
54
South about his ‘erring brethren’ speech. taung twowomen and one man prisoner. Just with gradually thinning ranks, returningtime $10, and work plentiful
Barley— No. 2 .....................
69
70
Kev sayg he used the words as a quotation, as he left Mount Washburn Yesterday the In- and again to renew the assault, always,with
Butteb— Choice Creamery ......... 23
25
and that the phrase was taken as a joke all dians attacked another party, killing nine of the same result. The Russians,on each apThe wages paid to employes of the Bogs— Freeh ...................... 11
12
around.” .
........................
12 30 @12 40
them.
of them escaped. The proach of toe enemy, poured a gaffing fire into Michigan Central road have been ad- PoRK-Meas
Laud .........
.................
8*
J. Madison Wells called at the White House Indians released Mrs. Cowan, her sister their ranks, mowing them down by hundreds justed and graduated upon a scale apMILWAUKEE.
brother, who reached Schofield Uterally paving toe mountain side with corpses! proved by the workmen toemselves. In Wheat-No. .....................l 13 @ 1 15
the other day to pay his respects to the Presiyesterday.
main camp crossed
...............
.......110 @110#
dent “ pm interview,’'says a correspondent the Yellowstone on the 25th. The warriors The number of Turks who were killed a very few instances a small percentage Coen— No.No. .......................
- 42 @ 43 wi
and
wounded
is
estimated at not
“ was qdte short Wells assured ttw President
went back to fight Howard. Whitebird and less than 9,060 or 10,000. The Russian was taken from the salaries paid at pres- Oath-No. ..................... . 33 @ 24
that his Southern pohey was working well, and
Rye— No. 1..* .................... . 52 @ 64
Looking-Glasi remained with the camp. Joseph loss, owing to toe fact that they fought under ent and heretofore, but as a rule the pay
Barley— No. 2. ................. . 70 @ 71
that there are at presentno troubles in Lonisiwent with the warriors. They say they are go- cover of their works,
rnnxll was increased, the advance ranging
;s, was oomparativelvsmall.
ST. LOUIS.
ing to Wind river and Camp Brown to get The total Russian force engaged was 18,000 from 4 to 12 per cent lie advance Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ............
l 27
. 1
27 @ 1 28
5?
indict- supplies. Schofield thinks they are going men. Opposed to these was the whole of SuleiCorn.
. 38 @ .39
will probably average 6 per cent. The
Oats— No. 2 ......................
..
to the Lower Yellowstone,via Clark’s Fort man Pasha’s army, estimatedat 60,000,
. 26 @ 27
employes express themselves satisfied
. 66 @ 58
They crossed the river between Mount
A battle of some magnitude was fought
Pork.12 70 @12 80
with the new scale.
Washburn and the lakes. Schofield does
Lard.
near
Kars,
in
Asia
Minor,
on
Saturday,
Aug.
noi say just where be will send his courier."..
The outlook in the coal andiron trades Hogs......... ............. .......* 4. TB, .ft ,590
imderg0 ientenco Gen. Lew Wallace bqs proponedto the Secre- 25, between the Russians under Tenrakassoff in Scotland is reported aefar from en- Cattle..... .......................4 00 @ 6 75
tary of War his plan for putting down Indian and Moukhtar Pasha’s army. A correspondCINCINNATI,
GENERAL.
couraging, and a wititeir of severe trial Wheat — Red .............. ........ 1 05 @ 15
war*. He recommends the employment of a
17
The official statementof the receipts of the corps of frontiersmen for border duty, who
and Buffering is anticipated. The iron- Corn ............................... 46
Oats ............................... 25
30
(tovenunent for th« fiscal year ending June 3C, are to live npon the country. He would, in the Tnrks, vr«e onlv held by one Russian masters in tne west of Scotland have re- Rye...... ...........................
67
69
short, create a lot of predatory white bantu to battalion. The tnrks swarmed upon
solved to rednoe their productions by Pore— Mess .......................12 70 @12 80
total receipts offset the thieving savages.
the mountains, protected
sioee
abont one-third the usual supply, the
...............
9*
7evenuf 9an°a m2; ™Uow8 : From ^toma
TOLEDO.
terPOLITICAL.
rible effect They made
desperate reason for this step being alleged to be Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter ......... 1 27#@ 1 28#
No. 1 White Michigan ...... 1 82#@ l 33#
Me. Blaine invited the President to extend flank movement from toe direction of Kars to the prolonged dullnessof trade and the
Cobh ............................... 47
48
his New England toor to Maine and enjoy the
prices at which pig-iron is be- Oats— No. ......................
. — at28
• DETROIT.
hospitality of his house, to which Mr. Hayes
ingsqld. The practicalimport of this
Choice White Winter ....... « 50 @f ....
will be that about one-thirdof all the Floub—
: “I greatly regret that my inability to
Wheat— No. .....................1 28 @ 1 29
it present Gov. Connor’s kind invitation
furnacesin Scotland will be stopped.
Cobn-No. ........................ 47
49
Gen. Ord that he
the State of Maine will deprive me of
Oats— Mixed ....................... 28
29
In
the
Iron
Age
we
find a statemen’ Babley {percental)................1 15
tiie hospitality you
of the condition of
14 45
furnaces in PoBK-Mesa. .......................
1/4 lo^conEAST LIBERTY, Pi
the United
1st of Jt
which we
furnaces in
A London correspondent telegraphson Aug. weekly
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k>me bpeeche*

of U»« Fro

Moat

Now

England Tour.
AT OONCOBD, N. H.
Got. PaiscoTf, Ladibb aj(d GKSTLuaif
This custom of Undahakiog,which I haro Just
got through with, comes down to us through
several
generations,and it is not an altogether
jveralgen
satisfactoryproceeding,and now,
r. having
ha
should appear here without embarrassmenLIt
shaken hands, we hardly feel acquainted with is not without feeling* of sadness that I view
each other. We wish to hear the voice, and I this scene. I am carried back to my boyhood
suppose U is as proper now as at any time to days, when in that far-distantSouth, my sunmake my acknowledgment to the authorities of
the Stole of New
Governor, and
WVT Hampshire,
AXaiUpOlUlUf V*VW*41AVA|
members of the Legislature, and to the awthoramy
ities of the city of Conoord. for their kindness
----- in your church. He has been gone now ten
in bringing me to New Hampshire. We en- years, and you have heard how I have wantered the State last Monday, and have been dered. 1 will not attempt to q«ote scripture,
making our way through it, visiting the re- fori might fail mowrBigniflcantly than the
markable sceneryof the mountain regions
regions unPresident,but I have heard on old hymn that
der circumstonoes every way favorable. The reads, "While the lamp holds out to born the
weather is perfect, the sky dear, the air brac- vilest sinner may return.",The fact that Mr.
ing, and when on top of ML Washington there
Devens and myself are hers togethershow that
seemed nothing lacking to improve that won- the principles of religionhave a hold in the
derful spectaclethat is as surprising as it is Cabinet,if not throughout the whole country.
perfect It is possiblewe haye had few clouds The people of New Hampshire need ha\vs no
in the sky. lust enough to make the sky seem fears of the people of the South. Both politip
:

_

'

i

HORN

one than over a hundred that
THE
OP PLENTT.
of billiards, 15 oents; drinks, 20 cents;
HIGlIGil
have not gone wtray.” We have with us a
two
games
pool, 40 oents; drinks, 20
friend that was for four years against us, and It is Scattering Its Golden ContentsUpon
cents; three games French with Joe, 45
In July, Jackson expended $272.92 for
more recentlymade the mistake of voting
the Husbandmen of the West.
oents; drinks, 60 cents.” The card was the support of the poor.
againstma, but now, on the question of the
The Wheat Yield of the MisHtsippi returned with a note telling the young
integrity and maintenance of the Union, and
Swift A Lockwood, of Saginaw City,
Valley.—
The Chicago THbune makog
on the questionof freedom and equality to all
man that he had lost his memorandum have commenced boring for a new salt
men, no man is before him.
an estimate of the wheat crop of thitt
the repenting

on Bis

WUw.m,

lakes,

book.

well

Tm Michigan State Grange is collecting
crop reports from the subordinate
the crop reports of other years, as folA Highly InapsrtantAstronomical Dis- granges.
lows:
1875.
1876. 1877
covery.
A Detroit manufacturer has received
Biuhelt.
ButhtU. ButheU.
[From the New York Tribune.]
an
order for 15,000 broom handles for
Minnesota ......... 27,000,000 10,000,000 86,000,000
’era.
Iowa ............... 29,000,000 1*000,000 37,000,000
A discovery that will rank among the
Wisconsin .......... 25,000,000 15.000.000 25,000,000
There are 1,187 insane people in the
most important in astronomy has just
.......... 12,000,000 12.000.000 20,000,000
been made at Washington, by Prof, State of Michigan ; 657 deaf and dumb :
Total ........... 93,000,000 51,000,000117,000,000 Asaph HalL The planet Mars, sinoe
441 blind.
This indicatesfirst, that these four the invention of the telescope, has
During a German picnic sear the
States have 25,000,000bushels more of proved more convenient for examination,
Grand Trunk Junction, Henvioh Stephwheat to sell than after the unprece- __
_ than enson stabbed hia brother-in-law, Andrew
and there______________
is more known about it
dented yield of 1875, and 50,000,000 any other celestial object, not even ex- Sohloy, and killed him.
bushels more than last year— not less | oepting the moon, sinoe of that only one
The Michigan Central Railroad Comthan 14,000,000 barrels of flour; second, side is ever turned toward us. Venus,
pany has been white- washing the fences
that Minnesota, which wag: the seven- though nearer ns than Mars, is never
at the various crossings, and its minor
teenth wheat-growing State in I860, has seen to as neat advantage. All who
cal parties there have indorsed the constitution
buildingsall along the lines.
and ail of its amendments, and the people have grown to the second in 1877, and next have studied the oharaotenstiosof Mars
A Norwegian by the name of Palmbeen placed
.....
by the President
t and his policy on year will stand at the head ; third, that, have been struck by its similarity in
their good benavior. I am sure i
adding the unusual yield of Micnigan, many particularsto the earth; such as quest, a carpenter,while under the intheir faith. I thank you sincdrely for tb
Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois to this ear- having continentsand seas; frozen poles fluence of liquor, recently, threw himgreeting, and I accept It not as a compliment to
plug, making; allowance for the small where the progress of winter and sum- self into Manistee lake and was drowned,
myself, imt as a mark of the feeling' of unity
crop in California, this country is able mer can be alternately traced; a day of
“I am busy plowing and cannot enyou have for the people of the South.
to export at least $75,000,000 worth of about the same length as ours; an at- tertain company,”was the substance of
AT TILTON, N, H.
Friends and Fellow-Citizens:
Fellow-Citizens: The five flour more than last year. These esti- mosphere over portions of which clouds a note sent by a Michigan belle in reply
minutes that we are allowed to Itop here does mates are based pn the actnal returns are flitting. But the one thing in which to an intimation that a gentleman desired
not permit me to make a speech to yott, neither fkom some States and careful observaMars was supposed to differ totallyfrom to see her.
do you desire it You come to make our aotions by cautious and trustworthymen the earth was the absence of a moon.
A wild man is roving in the woods of
ouaintance.Your presence here is evidence
that, although you* may not agree with me in mothers. This bonus of seventy-five That reproach is now taken away from
Cheboygan county. It is conjectured
.....
party or in regard to policy or hioasures. you milli
millions of money will
go a jfood- wayg the red planet, thanks to the twenty- six- hat he is some poor fellow who baa last
THE H00N8 OP KARS.

]

beautiful as the shadows floated over the great
mountains, and passing from that we came

down to the region of

r7J^

that

beauti-

ful part of New Hampshire where
your great river, the great Merrimao (that
river that builds up such cities as Lowell,
reuce.andManchester') takes its rise.

So

I

under a somewhat hotter
came bn down herei nnder
sun than is nsnal in your dimate. My fellowdthsens,I am glad to exchange greetings with
you, and to be met by you. I thought it was
not altogether proper in meeting this people
that I should talk politicsto them. Men of all
parties have met me— Democrats, Bepublicans,
aud IndependentRepublicans ; Republicans
that are satisfledand Republicans that are dissatisfied[applause and laughter],and really I
feel by the way that laugh comes in that there
is a pretty large crowd Here. But at any rate
we are here not to talk politics,and it does not
seem proper to me that one in my situation
should argue as to measures he thinks proper
to porsne. What you want in this country as
an executive is one that shall execute. That I
believe to be his duty, and all that I want of
my countrymenis that charitablejudgment
that is proper to be given by men among men,
lookingeach other in the face, who believe that
upon the whole the man they are lookingin the
face, whether he is right or wrong, after all
means to be right It is not a good thing to
say of a man that his intentions are good, and
there is a proverb that a very bad place is
paved with good intentions, ana yet, after all,
amoog this people the man that has the confidence of the people that he has good intentions hss gained something.
Perhaps I had better stop here, and call
upon some other. [Cries of Go on.’r] Well,
then, there is only one other thing, and that
is, up in New Hampshire, as in Ohio and every
other BUte, yon desire the Union to be a real
Union— a real union of hearts, a union of
friends. You would wish to have the entire
union secure, not merely by force, but by all
the affections of the people in all parts of the
country. Now, while we have had in the past
distrustbetween the sections, alienation,'the
hostilityof bad blood, I believe, nevertheless,
that with the cause removed the old harmonv
and concord may return, and I believe it will
return ; and I believe in adopting measures
that will make it return speedily. Then 1 do
not see but that in the mam we agree as to the
most needfulthing to be done, aud our only
differenceis upon the measures by which we
are to accomplish that end, and this I must decline altogether to discuss.

Aud so now let me introduceto vou gentlemen that are somewhat responsiblefor my

_

. "

you^cS^TSuS

..........

the world the

your

.

‘

me.

So far As good intentions go, and so far as I shall endeavor to do
what yon would have me do, yon will be charitable to mistakes,
tea, and I have no doubt we may
make many. You will, however, I hope, agree
with me that in the nation, among all classes
and colors, there should be peace. If you do.
we shall not differ angrily or violently about
measures. It is in that desire and with that
purpose that I hope, in four years, to do something for the whole country? and for all Its inhabitants. I am sure you would rather hear
some one else, Judge Key, for instance.
vice president wheeler at concord.
Mr. Mayor, Ladies, and Gentlemen : A call
upon the Vice Presidentin the presenoe of the
President of the United States seems to me
hardly to be in order. The whole theory of
the office of Vice President is, except in the
mere matter of presiding over the Senate of
the United States while in session, that he is to
act in the place of the President— [President
Hayes, interrupting—**!
iiayen,
interrupting—" I wibu
wish von
you had been in
In
my place for the last hour."] He needs no substitute, my friends,there or elsewhere. He
has alreadydemonstrated to the satisfaction of
the people of the States his high capacity as
the* official head of the nation. With firmness
are interested to see

coming fall, at least on trunk railroads Observatorr, and the labors of Prof.
and among the farmers.
Hall.- At the present time Mars is in a
Ihe Central Wheat Belt.— The Cin- better position for close observationthan
cinnati Commercial gives some figures has been the case for several years. The
of the wheat production in Ohio, In- refracting telescope of the ooservatorv
diana and Kentucky: The acreage sown is the best instrument of its kind which
was large, the yield heavy, and the time has ever been turned toward the sky.
for harvesting propitious. Enough of Yet in the hands of less experienced and
the new crop has already appeared in alert observers this discovery would
the market to make known its quality never have been made. For. strange to
with certainty. No one locality seems
—— . say, the existenceof a satellite ofMars

,
have

t „

.

been specially favored. The had not been suspected, while the traamounts received from all directions ore ditions of modem astronomy are rife
of a superiorgrade, and are accompanied with speculationas to such a oompanion
by the same reports of an enormous to the planet Venus. The question now
yield. The summer of 1874 saw a good is, not whether Mara has a satellite, but
crop harvested through Central and whether it has two.
Southern Ohio, but the yield through I This great triumph, which will go
the country generally was hardly more down into history along with Heraohel’s
than an average one. The crop just discovery of Uranus and La Verrier’s
gathered is a gigantic one in all the prediction of the existence and place of
wheat-growing regions,
wheat-growing
regions, tne
the me
memories of I Neptune — is purely American, it is not
the oldest growers and buyers being I the" first triumph olf the great refractor,
taken to recall a better one, either as to whose object-glass is probably the most
quantity or quality. Tributaryto this perfect piece of workmanship that Alvan
representativeof freedom, hong from NewEn- market are some heavy wheat- producing Clark A Sons, of Cambridge, Mass., have
patriotismwhich areas. Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky | ever produced, for that instrumentaigabound with wheat fields. The usual
lized its entry into the field of research

ton w
with him 100 yean ago, and its fruitage
shall be seen in the administrationwhich shall
be marked in the future of the country as an
epoch of high advancement in the art of true
and just governmentAs for the Vice President, he is in full accord with the President in
these purposes. His highest boast too, is that
ho is of good old New England stock. He
trusts that he has inherited something of
patriotism,and somethingof the prmcip
which have placed this nation in the van of nations, and which, by the help of God, shall
keep it there, until it shall lift up to the eyes of
the world the standard of true, enlightened,
aud free Government

blunders, and it is a great pleasureto have
somebody to lay it on. In the first plaoe, there
is a gentleman from the South who is said to
have captured the good-naturedman from
Ohio. Well, I can’t say sure about that There
may be something to it but I thought then
le was very much in
that we captured him. He
error durih four years, aud his error continued up to last November, for, as I have Depredations Upon the Timber Lands.
been telling the audiences,he made a bad misFor a great many years the Governtake in voting against me in November last,
ment
has been systematically robbed’ by
and yet, upon the whole, he seems to be a very
hone’st man, and that is one thing that seems timber thieves in Michigan, Wisconsin,
to disturb men in politics.There are so many Minnesota and Louisiana. Wherever

to

yield in these States is about as follows:

bv determining the number of the

moons

Buthelt.
of
That, though important to.
Ohio, average yield .......................
17,600,000
Indiana, average yield ....................
16,000,000 astronomicalscience, was nGt a discovery
Kentucky,average yield ..................8,000,000 with any ultimate bearings. The fact

Uranus.

Good judges estimate

this season's that Man has one or more satelliteswill
be hailed aa a new proof oi the nebular
Ru*htU.
Ohio..... .................................
25,000,000 hypothesis,as their supposed absence
Indiana .............................
22,000,000 had been urged as one of the weaknesses
Kentucky .................................
13,000,000
of that theory.

crop as below:

iis way in the forests and become insane
by fright, hunger and exposure.

Anew store-housebeing built on the
arm of J. W. Cochrane, near Midland,
containing a Quantity of lumber, camp
equipage ana fifteen hogs, was destroyed by fire the other night. Loss,
$2,000; no insurance.
The Michigan Legislative excursion
Upper Peninsula numbered 184

to the

persons, as follows: Twelve Senators, 86
Representatives,63 ladies and 73 invited
guests,,ex-membera of the Legislature,
Mayors of cities and State officers. among
whom were Gov. Croswell and other
State offioersand members of Congress.

A large frame dwelling at Bay

City.

and
occupied by Henry Fenton, was destroyed by fire the other night The
greater portion of Fenton’s effects were
saved. Loss, $3,000; insurance on
the property of Mrs. Jarvis Bailey,

house, $1,000.

Mrs. Robert Ferguson, of the township of Mount Morris, dropped dead
suddenly from the effects of heart disShe and her husband were

among

the earliest pioneers of the county, having settled upon their present
over forty years ago.

homestead

The annual meeting of the Western
Amateur Press Associationwas held recently at Detroit, representativesof six-

teen amateur papers being present
They decided to hold the next annual

meeting in Ohioago, and designated Our
Boy sand OirUt of Edgarton, O., as the
discovered official organ of the Association.

Total for these three State*. ... ...... 60, 000, 90S why they have Not been
The above estimate is a moderate one.
before.
The Detroit regatta closed on SaturThere are those, with good data from
[WMhinfrton0*r. OhioafoTribune.}
day, the 18th, after a very successful
which to reckon, who make the total yield
Prof. Newcomb, of the Naval Observrom the three States 10,000,000bushels atoiy, gives the following additionalin- week’s sport On that day Moses Namore. Taking the abovfe estimateas the | teresting facts relative to the discovery deau, of Monroe, won the junior single
sculls; the double-scullsrace was taken
true one, and there are 25,000,000bush
of the moons of Mare : The reason why
by the Wolvenhooks,of Greenbush,N.
els of wheat in the States named over these moons have not been seen before
; the Excelsiors, of Detroit took the
and above what is needed for home con- is that Mars is nearer to the earth than
senior six-oared race, and the Floral City
sumption.
Of
course
farmers
will
also
it
has
been
at
any
time
sinoe
1845,
when
men who vote wrong. He has become bettor the Government has owned lands covclub, of Monroe, succeeded in getting
very fast As I told the people up there, ered with timber of any value the depre- realize from what is consumed in the the great telescopesof the present day
if you keep him among you a week or two he
towns and by the non-wheat-growinghad hardly began to be known. The the junior fonr oared race.
will be as good a Republican as you oau fur- dations have been continuous and exThe thirty-eighthannual convention
class, a by-no-means small amount The next opportunity oocarred in 1862, but
nish. Bo now I introduce to you Postmaster tensive. The thieves go boldly upon
of the Beta Theta Pi society, which was
acreage
sown
and
the
yield
in
other
the
satellites
did
not
seem
to
have
been
General Key.
Government lands in the proper season
held at Detroit last week, was presided
on mount wabhinoton.
and cut as many trees as they can, which States is ouite as tore as in the three especially sought for by the two
named.
Throughout
tne
entire
North
or three telescopes which alone could over bv Wm. A. Moore, of Detroit, with
Fellow-Citizens: It will be impossiblefor ua they float down the streams and sell to
to stay long enough to have a general shaking
and
West
an
immense
wheat
crop
of show them. The most favorableposition Fred Terrell, as Secretary. The offioers
the lumber dealers, who are glad to buy
of hands, for the audience is too large and the
good quality has been harvested.
was in 1875, but Mars was then so far of the fraternity for the ensuing year are
distance to be traveled by us too great to ad- at a minimum price, and ask no quesCom, though it will be a month yet south of the equator that it could not be as follows: General Secretary, J. R.
mit of it You must be satisfied with having tiona. In this way the Government
before
the crop is harvested, is far observed in our latitude. The present Lamar, of Georgia; General Treasurer,
the same advantageI have— that of
lands are rendered valueless. Timber
You came here to see me and I came to see you, dealers won’t buy them because they enough along and sufficientlypromising is about the first position for observa- O. R. Brouse, Chicago; Presiding Chapand, to use the expressionof the late President
to make a good yield almost certain. tion in the middle latitudes of our hemi- ter, Alpha Lambda, Wooster, Ohio.
are as a rule worthless for agricultural
Lincoln, I hare to say that we have altogether
Early in the summer the crop was back- sphere. The next opportunity will ocThomas Costello, of Flint, armed
the best of the bargain.In making these so- purposes. The Governmenthas been
ward, and some alarm felt, but the later | cor in October, 1880, after which the himself with an ax, one evening last
nof my purpose to enter endeavoring for many years to put a stop
knowledgmentsil is not
into a political discussion. We are gathered to this robbery, but has not been buo-. rain and favorable weather have brought satelliteswill probably be entirely invisi- week, and attempted to ont hia way into
here of all politicalparries; and, while we may easeful. In many instances the officers the staple crop of the central States np ble for ten years. Prof. Newcomb re- the apartments of his son, who, with his
differ as to the ways and means, we all shall
of the local land officeshave stood in to a condition of, if anything,more than gards this planet, perhaps, as among wife, occupied the same building, and
agree that the General Government must and
usual promise. From 3,000,000to the most remarkable of the solar system. threatened the life of his daughter-inahonld be administered for the common pros- with the thieves, and in almost every in50,00,000bushels of com, grown between
law, who was alone. She met him with
perity and common benefit of all the inhabitants stance where measures of any severity
End ot a Remarkable Case.
a revolver, and fired two shots, one enin our country.We may make mistakes,but have been adopted the cases have been the Allegheniesand the Mississippi ^are
they will be from lack of judgment, but it will compromised. Sinoe 1854 the Govern- sold annually in foreign countries. (This Many readers will remember the case tering his head above the right eye. The
not be through or arise from lack of disposiforms, however, bnt a small fraction of of young Oreason. of Rockport,Ind., woman gave herself up.
tion. I must leave you now, but I take great ment has received on this account only the entire yield, the crop going largely which was lengthily discussed by oorreThe Marquette Mining Journal gives
pleasure in introducing to you Judge Key, a $150,000,and to get this amount over
man that has been greatly wrong in the past, $50,000 has been expended, while the into beef and pork, and to supply the | spoudents at the time, who was wrested the followingas the total shipments of
Southern States. The yield in Ohio av- for killing a colored man under thfc folbut is greatly right
total loss to the Government foots np
ore from the district for the season,
AT BETHLEHEM,N. H.
million upon million. / Upon assuming erages about 100,000,000bushels a year, lowing remarkable cucumstanceirCrea^ together with those of a corresponding
Fellow-Citizens:I thank you cordially, the duties of Secretaryoi the Interior, and in Indiana not far from the same I son was going home at night with his gun period last year:
one and all, for this greeting, and I wish it Mr. Sohurzhad his attention called to this amount The crop is a staple and a cocked, for protection. Hewasan igno1875, 1877.
were possible I could form the acquaintanceof
255,250 832,452
wa< in fear of ghosts. From Marquette ................
pretty sure one, and this year likely to | rant boy of 16,, and was
state of affairs, which he at once set about
From Eaoanaba .................
202,056 235,516
each of you, and take you by the hand, but our
be on unusually good one." It is an im- In passing through a stretch of woods From L'Aum ..................
. 40,328 46,811
journey allows but a moment at each place. I to remedy. He discarded all the methods
he suddenly met a white object, at which
am sure you don't desire me to make a political formerly in use for the correction of the portant item among the farmer’s reTotal .......................
615,688
speech. You are too sensible a crowd for that, abuse, and proceeded upon a plan of his sources, and may be counted with the he fired, and then threw down his gun
Showing an increase of 99,153
and
ran.
The
white
object
which
he
wheat
crop
in
among
the
things
bidding
but
I
am
sure
we
agree
in
a
few
things,
howbat
sore we
own. The result is that he has practitons.
Thereare
ever much we may differ in others. There
fair to give a much-neededimpulse to took to be a ghost turned out to be a colmany thing* about which ^e can differ,such cally put an end to timber depredations, the business of the
Samuel Bailey, an old residentof Alored man, also on his way home, with a
as business and secular affairs,without dis- and has in his hands already, through leBrief
Crop
iVbtos.— Nearly all of the white quilt wrapped about him. Crea- pena, was drowned a short time since.
cussing our poUtioal differences.Now we are gal seizure, felled timber the value of
Minnesota wheat tests sixty pounds per son was tried at Rockport and acquitted, The deceased was working on a boom,

now.

j

:

^

country.

agreed as Americans, I think, that all parts of
the constitution shall be obeyed, parts that are
new as well as parts that are ola ; that It will
be a grand thing to dweU together in unity.
We have disagreed in the past Through the
evils of war tne country was borne \ but these
things are past Let us have a brief period,
at least of perfect harmony and unity. We
have with us a few people who are associated
with me in office— Secretary Evarts,Atty. Gen.
Devens and Postmaster Gen. Key. I don't see
that von make much differenoe in these people, although the last had the bad taste to vote
against me, and this is his first visit North ;
bnt he is with ns in the common interest The
results of the war are to be accepted by all the
people of all parts of the country,both North
and South.
“l I have now the pleasureof introdaring to you Postmaster General Key.

atweib’s station (n. h.) camp-meetino.
Friends and FellowOitizenb* I wish to
e yon that this kind welcome gives me

,

which amounts to three or four times as
much as all that the Government has bushel. . .Crops of every description in
heretofore recovered in this account the South are tue most promising of any
His course has been pursued quietly, sinoe the wavr- The cotton crop will be
the largest ever raised.
Dakota Territory will, export ovefr 8,000,000bushels
He is daily of wheat tins year.... The Connecticut
besieged by letters .appe^ing for mercy valley tobacco crop is looking very fair,
and is expected to yield an average crop
or begging for campromue, bat he tuns

and the first intimationthat was received
of his mishap was the finding of his
pike-poleby his son, who was working s
little further down the stream. Search
was immediately instituted and the body
discovered, Mr. Bailey was the oldest
log-driver in that part of the country,
he having followed the business for forty
The Late Samuel Warren.
not swimjj
Mr. Samuel Warren, whose death was years. The deceased could not*
and
daring
his
experiences
on
the river
recently announced by cable, was the
he has had many narrow escapes, Once
fear”
and
rasand'
8
farmers. Theur com coop will be so
he crawled on the bottom of the met
large they expect great difficultyin obtaining Wffipent lumber to build cribs.
.... The Winnipeg Free Press, publish- He was bom. in Wales in May, 1807,
es crop reports from all over Manitoba, and hence was 70 years of age at the
upon which it bases its belief that the time of his death. He studied medicine
* wag the great news-venderof
.

.

such petitions *4eaf ear. He says
he would see the timber burned before
he woilld compromise, and he will not
port with a foot of it except at the regular market vxice.—Washbiglon Cor.
Chicago Inter- Ocean.
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In Love with a Gorilla.
The London World has discovered

.

.

Y

at

We

,

.

M

great gratification.
do not, 1 km that woman't affectionsare sufficiently its supply of
sure, mistake its meaning. You are interested elastic to include a gorilla.
lady at State Statisticianfor Minnesota, estiin me and those with me, because of the great
the aquariujntook Master
into mates the wheat crop of the State at
trust which under the constitution and the laws
her
lap
and
Jnade
demonstrahss devolved upon me. Yon believe with Idnabout 31,000,000bushels, of wilich 23,s of affection,winch
which he received
with 000,000 bushels will be for expbrt.
coln that in the performanceof his duties the tions
•
• •
only,safe reliance for^our Magistrateis Divine an

oen

A

a
SMI©
Pougo
numerous

•

assutanoe,without
aud with which he
desire is, my earnest prayer

that

difficult and

guided

a

The keeper

Mhafin^e^

which

P

ilatumra and
and Vant hnlri nf fLu Km *«
grave emergencyI may be so displeasure,

Hjr^thj

the court ruling that it was evident the
accused was in mortal terror of supernatural manifestations, and, while he
should have spoken before firing, it was
clear that he did not intend murder.—
Evansville (Ind.) Journal

many years, and it is
to note that another
[uently empnasizea in William Henry Smith holds the same
after life, that the studies embraced in rank in the United States, being the
the curricula of
head ma» of the Wertem
Britain

form a part of every

In 1828 he entered himself as a law
student of the Inner Temple, London,
and in 1837 was called
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Saturday, September

Mormon saint,

Bhigham Toung, the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

1, IS 7,^. of icholera*marbU3, at

He

the,

age of 76 years.

hitd suffered but a1 short time,

but his

hisyonrs weiglicd heavily, upon him, and
watches the pno- he was not in physical condition to \yithgrpss of the po\UicnJ struggle,;at presort stand the raVhtM of hlsninltidy. In his

who

;

going on in Frante, will havu noticed liow death BriifbiiihToUA/nMfmnvtM a pecu-

arrogant and remorselessly the so-called

it ^quesMormoniam*which rested upon
secntes the Republican Wadler 'Ghtfibetta. him, and which notwithstandinghis supThe decision of the De Brqglie Qabinet port,' has been baffly^battcredby the
to prosecute M. Gambetta ‘fpr a speech Weight jbf public opinion, crtH Iong sf aM
which in one of oiir own FresidcntW can. against thp out<^ ‘qfi(ihe civilized,world.
vaeseseajWpuld fiorjai^^ rather ipik|
and ordinarj.te a 'double mistiike.It :ia a , Thr Chicago Tribune of Wednesday last

liarly

orMacMahon’sparty jter*

“conservatives’*

*ha flntphioe,because -it

treublesomo problem, for

anpopnees the failpri.ofonq

in
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ot.

Republican enth^iaini,
and
tifetadtri,’1'

shoWS poor investments in

io

ilm largest

A Fine

founded upon the sound' and deep against the hightoned managers
philosophy that such an interferenceis who have squandered the earninga of the
aimed at the party as a mass and will be hard working people, and, perhaps, al

^

a

they will get for consolation will

personal and srliiihlatingin-

sult. But the decision of the Fretich Cab- name

of “

communist.”!

be

TERRIBLE MASSACRE

Wool.

for

W.

I invite all my old customers aud a few
now. ones also, to try my Crackers,which
sidered his absolute supremacy in the reI sell from 10 to 80 cents per lb. I guar
Opposite
publican coanseli is not a desirable thing
antee a fresh article and the very best.for France. Let us do Justice to M. GaiflG. J. A. PESSINK.
J.

of

Bread sold for 8

the conditions

In

—
IOUW, uinur aim WXevUTOU nj AIDert
Botgers and Janna Borgors, of Holland, In tbo
Couniyof Ottawa and State of Michigan,partbw
„
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Van Raalie Boot and Shoe

’

of

Store, and you will see the

Stock

'

most astounding

- p

influence

which he has gained in republican, circles

cts. per loaf, or 3 loaves

for 20 cts., when you handle your cash.
Also, fresh yeast every morning, at
also gained discretion. The fiery, extreme,
G. J. A. PESSINK.

since the overthrow of the

S.

made

luri

iplppp
NEW CLOTHING
HOUSE
NO
EIGHTH STREET,

Gambetta in his party more proit is now— and all things con-

nouced than

fcetta. With the increase

to
HOFSTRA’S

! fVEFAULT

After you read the latest dispatches from the European sekt of war
then proceed
*

.

£jwml gotiew.

point of view, because it makes the leadership of

Sugar. Cash paid

Great bargains in

the

a mistake from a much broader

inet is

Style of Dress Goods jnst received.

political

ity of the state is

received

New

line of

real estate,

expediency wh)cty the mortgages. Aureal many poor folks
and mechanics have suffered considerable
gives political leaders Immunity from in-';
by
this failure,and the curses are louc
terference except in thp direst extremThe notion of

A

AND GROCERIES.

SNOBS

which had depreciated below the value of

nerve that'j3artyto new energy and effort.

GOODS, CLOTHING, -BOOTS

;

nowise aids the party that hegfds the Jirb (Savings banks in that City-nthe States
secutiori, bnt tends father ’to ekalt afcd'lb* Savings Bank. Thehistoiyof the bank
tensify

Cheap Cash Store

tionable if

j

"mistake* An

TON’S

RR ING

A

demise was not altogether unexpected,if

THE PEOSEQUTION 0? GAMBETT4.
Alrabst anyone

Go to E. J. H

died at BaH.Lake GMty on >Wedpesday last,

empire he has

Heady Hade Clothing, Shirts, Hoisery
HANDKERCHIEFS, ETC.,

Ipal and interest;
contain* a condl.jgs shall be taken u>
jy virtue of the power of
_______ the
__ ______
lcll
contained,
sum of ten

mo

id whereas, the said
tlon that when any p
foreclose said m
sale in said

—
mo..

_

the second part, andall the legal costs and charges
,

Law or

at

Chancery havintf been Instituted to

In

y™ Thn'nonce la hereby given that by rirtneofthe
power of aale containedfn aaid mortgage, and of
the itatute ln such case made and provided, the
Slaughtered
for almost
price
all.
The best Cheese in town is kept at Pesties of the agitator of the empire have
-aid mortgage will be foreclosed,by a sale ef the
sink’s. Also, new Lobsters, Salmon, Barmortgaged piomlses,or so ranch thereof as Is
yielded, one by one, and have been superdiues and Cove Oysters.
All kinds of Country Produce, such as Wheat, Corn, Barley, Potatoes, Apples, But necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
seded by a wise craft which approaches to
inorigam,
for principal
Ipal and interest,
Interest,snldjS||^m
said attorney
teL Eggs, etc., taken m exchange for goods.
fee, and the OOeta end expenses
expenses of
of foredo
foreclosureand
Beautiful
Oranges,
Lemons,
fresh
Figs
statesmanship, and in certain state emersale allowrfby law, at public
autloq
or
>ubllc
or v«
vendue to
and Raisins just received at PESSlNK’S
This lot of goods was traded for Real Estate, and did dot cost any cash, and there- the- ..
IWj DAT OF 81FTXXBIB.
B1F
--VT- •‘P
JellthfiAY
gencies might reach it. Nevertheless,
A. D.
-r
fore we can anord to give such bargains, as seldom occur.
D.
1877,
at
I
o
clock
In
the
afternoo
a —
clock In the afternoon of said
thongh wonderfullyimproved,he is not yet
Holland, Aug 25.
g#
thoroughly proved. Public opiniou , in
almost communistic impulses and activi-

no

or Sold

BAKERY.

NOTICE

hereby given that the Annual Meeting
of the legal voters of: the Public
repnblic&n partisans still regards him as a
Schools of the city of Hollqml. will be
person who, though not the Gambetta of
held, on Monday, Sept. 3rd, 1877, at 4^
old, is still a Gambetta whose advice must o’clock, P. M., at the Union school house.
be received with some caution, and whose
C. DOESBtTUG, Sec.
France outside of the body of pronounced

leadership is not quite safe. This fact

Is

was

;

therein the republicans have proved

them

selves better conservatives and better en-

dowed with the

at wholesale or retail. Also, a large stock

„
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of school books and school supplies, at
bottom prices.
i: *

saving qualitiesof state-
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Ittil’crtijiemmts.
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to

human nature everywhere, and iu

of

0LAEK & GOODRICH,

French

Vatej, Stator; ati

the

[Next door to Harrington's Cheap Cash Store.]

tionallypowerful and would be all-power-

leweke, Krumbein % Luce,
Frenchman clings to bis party traditions.
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They do worse, for their act
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and spiteful a cast that it will

be almost certain to stir the deepest hatred

and rancor of
Cabinet

may

a party

think

Which, whatever the

of

is still a
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state is a

on

France. Whether

the verge of success
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is a point
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CLARK A

Mich.,
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Hp-pr cw.

Planing

the

Shafting,

Mr. Cla.k, having had fourteenyears of experience in eetting.nu and repairing Engines, Boilers,
putting iq Btcara heating abparntus, Plhe-nnllfllne
for ateara, i as and water, we wKI try and glv-tt satisfactionto all that give u» a cull. ir j*.,*// tH
Holland,
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Mill.

m
14-lr

»

new ^bop we have pur
chased emirenewMacUiud^, . J

seem to have allowed themselvesto con- Give us a
sider.

call

iTTnmrrr

ronize your,

home

Holland, JUth., Ang.

Later accounts of'the famine In India
presents a most horrible picture of suffering among the natives. In Southern India

the

most

district

affected by the famine*

there are some 24,000,000 people, of

whom

j,

j
before you order, and pat-
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SO,

i

Mont Approved Patten*; i >

'

And we are cohltdent we can

industry.

1177,

f

satisfy ‘all

want

,

of Mysore, where two qases

of the Relief Committee in that

The Staamer Twl

-light wU) naketwo trips startlug from Harrington’sDock and Central

Wharf to

a tele-

thfe

mouth of

A

[
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,

Diiir
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Wednesday,

29th.

10 a. m, and returns at 18 m.
and leaves at x p. m.In the afternoon on the
’ awond trip and returns at 6 o’c.ock
in the evening.
for flrs\ tr|p at

the finest opportunityfor a boatrldeand
excursion thaf has been offeredthis season.

Milk Riv$r by Sluing Bull aud his encampment, between the Milk and MisTicketa fot sale at D.: Bertscb^ store and
sonrl Riven in the neighborhood of the of Capt F. R Brouwer.
Little Rocky Mountains, and nbont fifty
miles southed of Port Belknap. Sitting
Ball’s presence again the Vailed States
with a large force will cause additional
activityat the War Dtpirtmentin dealing
,

-

Another

^
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r

* t

railroad bridge, also supposed

Salt

mi Stud

£Js.y rresr or
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notise.
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VERBEEK &

Fine horses and beautlfal carriages, cutters,and
vehicles can always be obtained at oiu
stable at reasonable rates.
all kinds of

GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.

«

.

Co.

Harrington,Jr....
John Vacpkll.

E; J;

M
> >7.
Holland, t^Doc. 2,
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And

fall line

Is

,

hnndredi of fomllles learned by experience.

with children will
convince you, and you
will always keep it
fair trial

in the house.
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____________

E.
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:
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_

fine lot of
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Goods.
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and see our
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J.W.BOSMIK.

28,
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and Zephyrs.

Parasols

,

GOODS.

Hats,

DIARRHOEA,

Flowers, Colarets, Fans,

Arrival

MERCHAKT TAILOR.

Holland, May
Suits, Infants’ Cloaks,
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l

offered,verycheap at

Give ns

FURNISHING GOODS,
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Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
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CLOTHING
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Millinery § Taney Goods,

It la the beat cure for

f
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flats
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Holland, Mich., Sept.

RHUBARB.
•

enough to “last for ages,”
has oollspsed,— this time on the Chicago,
Rock Island A Pacific,a few miles from
Des Moines. The span was over a small
creek, which, swollen by sodden and ter- A«
rible rains, srose to the dignity of s river,
lout the foundaUons of a culvert,
to be strong

OALIj
•

uei

Nsv Tort; Poet

GIVE USA TRIAL.

Compound Syrup of
.

St.,

SPECIALITY.
,t ilM. UJ
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

DR.SCHOUTEN’S

with the Indian problem.
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,

Fare, for round trip, 25 cts.

from, Gen. Miles of the crossing of This la

'

enUUipuL Price tta unit.
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der the circumstances, become widespread.

The Government is informed by
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quarter fears that this practice mhst, un-
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Or Re^Sawing Done.
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Leave

the province
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of cannibalismare said to have occurred.

The most horrible piiase of : the visitation
yet made known is given in aieport from

ffiprijklitujsen,

Planing, Matching,
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A member

sixth, or 4,000,000 must die of actual want.
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BLACK LAKE, "* mtmsspr
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August

accordingto authoritative statements, one-

lit

* jtu
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A Lecture o’u the Nature, Treatment, and rk'dlcal -enreof Bern Inal Weakness or hpcrmatorrcea,
Induced by Self Abu^^, Involuntary Seminal
Losses, Impotcncy,NerVon* DoMlity,and Impediments to Marriage generally; Consumption,
Epilepsyand fits; Mental and PhysicalIncapcltv,
ROBERT J. CULVKRWELL, M. D , au
thof of the “Green Book•,,,&c.
The world-renowned author. In this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awfol consequencesof Mf-abass may be
effectual
effectnalty
tv Vertoved
'Tvmovedwitbotit
wltboritmedicine, and wit
without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies. InstruOffers hfe services as such to thn public and will
ments, rings, ob cordials; pointing out a mode of guarantor his work for moderate chbrgos. Having
core at once' ‘dimple, certain, and effectual; by been engagfed
engaged for some
sometime
time past for Messrs; .T<
Joslln
means of which every snfierer, no matter w&at & Breyman, has now startW for himself In the
his conditionmaybe, may cure himself cheaply, store Of Mr. J. ALBE2C, at
]>rlvntely,and ra/lically.
n
•1
(M* This Lecture should be In the hands of
ever)' youth and every man in the la
Mr- J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew
9*ntnmlcrw*iil.lna plain envelope, '“to any ad- clry businessand Mr. WlJkhul]«onto the Watcncs.
dress, fxMf-poW,on receipt of six cents, or' two However. e*ch of them will waltdu the public in
post stamps.,
• ,
Absence of the other. They haves large and beau
Address the Pnbiishers,
t^Ly4ff>0Ck> w&tchos,which they offtr

i

heedless French administration do hot

%1K.
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In re-building our

Prices Lew.

^ !|L

No. 52, Eighth Street.

Work Warranted and

blind and

MHv

twenty-threq acres of land raoro or less.
Gbaud
Mich.. June 1Mb, 1877.
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the hour pf

which the
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Chas. Schmidt <£ Bro.,
77 CANAL STREET,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Jwt Publi*hed in

ft-fjhfltb-yyrn

We

All

English & Dutch languages.

TO

ETC.,

Work, Sar Arks,

.

keep constaniiyon hand the best klntlor
Stock, and also a nldsr variety of dwlena. Lettering done In the Kagliah, Hollandand Ui
iuroisn languagea, as desired. ,

party

in'

party which ought to be goaded

to desperation and excess
its

a

Hakiaj

Manulacturcrsof

This is preciselythe danger that the
French Cabinet have invited. They are
elevating him almost against his will* from
a party counselor and a party premier.
ly personal

Mlt

SHAFTING,

ful but for the tenacity with which the
m-.

Proprietors.

Settingup Xew Machinery,

likely to be excep-

is

agents, to.,,

both the

Inscriptions cut in
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il
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case of an impulsive and-effervesccnt people like the

Gronlngei
conveyed

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

for their leaders. They kn<$w that the JjM)R SALE.— Tlie beat kind of Chilled Iron
Plows, of New York make. Call aud exam- Havlngrentedthe machine shop^andpower, owned
political martyr, if his wrongs are real,
ine at the Blacksmithshop
by Wm. H. Doming, of this place, we are
cannot only move the masses by cJpquenc^
preparedto repair all kinds of
DIJKSMA BROS.
and logic, by a sympathy that, is commo^

_

Of all kinds and sizes.

1

KANTERS.

Parties in the state always like martyrs

SCHMIDT.

1877.

1,

craft than the present pretentious“conservative” Cabinet.

holding the Olren%nrt lorsafdOmnty^ThS
said mortgaged premises to be sold are described
rtlld ®o«ftage as follows, to wits All of that f
certain piece or parcel of land being situated in
tne U’ouutyof Ottawa and 8tate of Michigan,
known and described as follow*, vlx: The southeast qt
‘‘"Of the north-east quarter of sectiofta'
twentytl. Wl in township live [51 north of ranhtr
fifteen [II
gteeptlug the tillage of Ne>
for

P.

1<

JAMES RYDER.

Holland, August

riC'Y

HOFSTRA.

Proprietor.

Thl« hotel has changed hands, and will henceTeachers of all the surrounding public forth be nin by its old proprietor.The traveling
Schools should bear in mind that 1 keep community can rely on the best accommodations.
when by Gambetta’s owfi suggestion they for sale Thomas’ Writing Inks— Black, Its situation,near the Chicago depot, makes It the
handiest aud easiest hotel for the weary traveler.
selected M. Thiers as their leader— and Blue and Violet— by the bottle or measure,

recognizedby the republicansthemselves
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sale or retaith Selling writing ink at

In Slniter’s

Fresh Fork, Salt Fork,

'fc_LU.AT-^-—

.

of it that he advertises it for sale at -whole-

.ea,ter8rd,.t
In the aftcr“«nf-r„E .drwUed excu»lon
U.e tag
'
of the anmrt
same r<Uv*
ddy tliA
the Ip.rrul
legal vntftn*
voters Of.
of the
Parties wishing to engage in the busiTwilighton Wednesday last was a decided'
publtajikoold of the city of Hotldndwill
success. Capt. Brower gave this excur- ness of trait-growing can here find excelhmJnBJr annual school meeting.,at the
sion for the benefit of Rev. Win. Af,; pop- lent opportunities to invest Every year
Union school homm
P. Mv'
gives us unmistakable proof that this yilin, who Closes his first conference year

nf

Meat Market.

'

The abovo flttnniake a ipeclaltyof cnalom work.
GuaraDtee utiMhotton. Their pdcea are low
ters has secured such a tremendous, stock enough
wlttyan^r howo In Ue cl»^.

are

M

1

keep

................880 1 862

wholesaleis something new to us ip this
The parent^’ and a great; mafcy.pl their nearing completion also, and everybody
city. He also .qails the attention of the
children wlWhe glad to learn that tUp fall who viewsthls work, declares it;a good and
teachers and scholars to his new stock of
finely
finished
job,
reflecting
great
credit
term of our; public schools of the city of
school books and supplies— some of which
Holland will ibegin oni Monday- next; Sep- on his skill in that line of business.

9A^M

VAN PUTTEN.

1876,

./• keep on
Bast of L. T. Kautera’ Book Btqre.
hand a choice assortmentof frero meats,
i
and also

now

Squires & ’White will be finished. The re5

2,

271
128

!

day will be their last opportunityto hgar.

&

271
.
120
. 815" 812
. 106 156
.

VAN RAALTE.

K.

o

1877:1876.'

Davenportgfthe -Wesleyon Tuesday last, and will be placed in
an Methodist church of this city.: His
It 18 well known that the Postmaster
positionas soon as the weather permits.
mauy friends and admirers among whom
The crib is substantially constructed, and General hhs recommended Thoinas’ Inks
he has labored 'With considerablesuccess,
Kanwhen that is completed,thejob of Messrs. as the best writing, ink, an<I
mind that, perhaps, next Sun-

D B

be relied upon.

W.

Tm

year of Rev. W..

will bear in

Specialty.

the following result, compared with last
*

! *

provided with places.

!•>

Third'

.1

r

Etc,, Etc*

,

Joseph for burial, where

.

Flotir&Feed.

*

\\f resided.

it

will afterwards not Qgain lie the means of

exposing the jealous contributors,

St.

Of the neatest style* and beat qualitieswhich I
effer cheaperthan anybody else.

1

Crockery,,

by resignation, the cashiering of two Cap-

Both were Irislmian by birth, and

'to

cautious and destroy or deposit iu safe
keeping the balance of such paper, so

killed last Satur-

three stepchildren. His body

be

men could not be

7/

Flannigan near the tains, death, and other causes, to afford
lu the VflMge of Al- commissions for the entire class. .

iperate -habits.. Welch leaves a

they clip an article
------ 1
to friends (?) to

1

class graduated at West Point, that twenty-

Since then enough vacancies hiWe occurcd

day evenidg by

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
,

i

It was very widely stated, when the last

six

sUfcfcfof

"Groceries,

as

’

reached that

his

Boots and Shoes

Hats <& Caps,

Chinaman became
American-born son, and

he danced abound, swinging his piglot of horses. He is now in a better con,M^. bnAs. Lows, well known arouud tail and knocking ovfer the' opium jars, lie
dition to accommodatehis customers than
here as the agent for the Howe Machine exclaimed: "Me Mellican man, all samee!
ever before^ Rid invite his friends in to see
Ca was in town this week to look after Mo hqqp Washington! Me sewing-machine
his stock.
‘ ~
the Interestsof the company. Mr. Lowe agent! Go ’way! Whoopee!”
The Grand Rapids Standaard says news

B.UiSmill

I.

G. Van^Sntten.

(Ore.)

commerce

says ttyit hereafter Sewing Machines will

FIRM!

Dry Goods,

A Portland

1875.

on

given orders for the dredgingof the South- Ohio.

large addition to his west pass to be suspended.The law' reto Chi- quires this to be done as soon ts the chan-

Produce will be receive and at

DEALER nr

the South pass of the Mississippi river is fair, listen to Governor Wade Hampton
recognizedby the government, which has of South Carolina and Sam Carey, of Nows

Nlbbellnk has been

5,

7

of the clergymen

“18

walked arm-in-armat the Pairport camp campaign.
meeting. Their ideas of temperance work

WAliTTElID.

meeting with considerableopposition in

is

are 125 temperance reform clubs

21 “

agree, both holding that Divine help

HOLLANr), UflOXX

purchaeo;

Everything in1 the line of
the highest
market prices.
ignest mi

Clearances. .’Arrivals.
V/icHiuuucs.
Airivnis.
__
*«,
Aug. 14 8chr. Four Bros. Ang. 25 Scow. Banner] TB New -Hampshire, with an aggregate seem to be particularly outraged by his
Hope.
S7 Hchr. Elvu.
membership of 65,000, men of whom 27,000 view that communion cannot be held
Woolen.
“ S7 8chr, Woolen.
23 Scow. Banner. “ 28 Four Hror hers. are over eighteen years of age. Both without wine that will intoxicate.
24 Schr. Elva.
“ ' Hope. politicalparties are trying hard to secure
The people of Winnebago county, IlliFrancis Murphy and John B. Gough thpir support in the coming gubernatorial nois, who two years ago refused to permit

15

- u

;

wishto

man-

Dn. Crosby’s moderate temperance party

and was elected by a good majority.

There

/

.h

lOtib

The new Kentucky Legislature has

platform sustaining the administration,

clearances from Saturday to Saturday.

& Feed,
Provisions, etc

smximr,
,

Wm. Vkbberk, P. M.

The

Groceries,
Flour

!.rfi

1877:

80,

ilC

Crockery,

a ages to eqoeeie along on an income of
Hayes democrat, who ran against the $52,000 per year, and Klsn*t likely that'll
M. 8. Buxton, Hendrik G. Plaggemans,
regular democratic and republican candi- she ever sighs for the days when she taught
Miss Katharine Collins.
dates in Carter and Elliott counties on a school for $8 per week.

Office at Holland,Mich., August

I

“Not Proven.,,J-B«»tdh• Presbyterian
SbMEwtiRRKIn WllbrahanVMaM, lives
minister:
^Don’t ybd know M wicked to
an honest man. A cow iat^ly Qanid home
Incite' thte1 ^bjioito come and examine our stock and
at night jflth a bit of pap« fyteoed to bee, f»(ch fl|U on the Sabbath?1 ’ Small 'boy
horn, oontainiug six cenu and this note: not having had a rise all the. morning: judge for themsel ve^’ Ovir line of clothing is very large and
contplete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
"Enclosed find six cerits fur one quart “Who's catchin’ fish?”
,

List

-ii

'ftl

lift ii

dispatchesfrom the seat of

latest

Cipthi^-'

ll')W

4

1

Jfl-il!'.

“

The managers of tip Bostpn .lyceum
bureau
report that Rev;. Henry Ward
has Just been made
the White SUU
and tobaccos, call at C. & Doeaburg, at
Beecher
Rill lecture in ten ofl the largest
steamer Britannie, whfch occupied only
the drugstore, A variety of new brands,
towns
in
Michigan, oommenetagabout
7 days, 10 hotfrs and 03 minnted from
some of which are elegant. Give them a
Bept. 25, 1877.
Queenstown to1 Sandy Hook.

The

Ir yon want to see a fine stock of cigars

'' Notion* and TVtBuwlWga,
Hats & Caps,
/wrtu

eredoutof danger.

paper there, called fie fneuirer.

names. Beware!

will forbear mentioning

W.

trade, go

of

call at the store

DITORSEMA

last week.

News

you wish

Jjf

of Goods
hods for the Fall and Winter

Eleven

of Alabama fame,

died on Thursday last, at Point Clear, in

ed three hundred and twenty-three pounds

are having so

land. that it is feared the

the field.

in gold.
rainy.-] -

The weather is changeable and
Senator David Davis of

(ft

make* greenbacks wurth about OoJe cent?

>

and^UM^atpia

aSlgaHsrs?

Stiort notice.
W. A H.

ELFERDINK.

FOB SALS.
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing aome 800 bearing
grape vines, 100 Oorrant b tubes: Strawberries;
Pean, gpplc, Quince, Chestnut, Mulberry,ApprlcoL Chem, and Peach trees In bearing.
No money required down inquire or

BOOTS & SHOES

J.
i

LANDEGEND,
VAN LAMB

Hollamd, April 19*

1

:

TOTHEPUBnC.

E.

HEROLD, Hew

I the undersigned, am dally receiving

Sunday. It is rbmored that a bnani- ciuity can compare with tiie best, as our
trees are and remain healthy, and jour
Eighth, Street, City of Holland.
from.-AllegjmundjShe ausplcea qf .t|ie mous request has been signed by lili confruit free from disease, and our protection
I
ml t. O1 -- ’
Embyterian.churgjT, Th« party camped gregation to retain him another year, for
from
cold
is la good as any along the
Stock is Complete,
by special- .'permission in Hope- College ttye truth of which we canpot yet vouch.
shore. - This season our Early Hales rip- Ladies,
•it Coneietlagefall kinds of
Park, and afterwardsdn joyed a boatride* However, W is very apparent(hat his com
, ad ofyl :
ened about one week earlierthan at South
toth^ dithdv'of Black Luk,e and back, gregation feels; considerably attached U>
Haven, Holland being some 25 miles furGepts,
Gee's Brass Band accompanying them. Min, and appreciate his endeavors— which
us!
ther north, It would seem that we have
have
been
crowded
with
success.
'
“d
They ^eqlared-Jji^eroeelves
highly pleased,
.....
some advantages not possessed by other
annil intend to repeat it at some futqre
oAND
1lFiitnTor all kMMl is In good dematyd. places.
time. fi ooliu
Our frdtt growers bavq no trouble in. dlsI always keep on band a ton stock of
Misses
AnWhiW accident Occurred last Ireek ppsiwyfjuel
Mr. and Mrs; & J. Harrington left on
f-J
wJ|g of (heir fruit Agents from the InFridaypn tbe,C. & ii, 8. R R. between terior of the State, and even, from other Tuesday morning last for their old home
From the dwapert to the ftnort WALNUT CABMuskegon and Big ' Rapids,' near Bars- States, 'are buying up ail they: can get; and birth place at Warner’s; Onondago
Full
line
for
the
Winter
trade.
tow’s, T^s lqoomotivq#,ftqnder nnd one they are eVen oflfeHug to contract for win- Co., N. Y., for a brief respite1 from their
freight oar fere thrown from the track. ter apples i^ow. Our apple crop. is rather arduous dudes. They intend to stay
Houlamp, Jan. 1, 1876
Outside of delaying the train no serious lighter this year than last, though we have about wo. pr three weeks. Mr. HarringGive mo a, call and see for
damage was done. Tills is the third aoef- some orchardsthat are pretty well loaded. ton was not very well lately and needed
A.
JPJLTENT
youwelf, before you go elsedent in successionon that branch road
Qur peach crop is good; the trees are fair- rest. Ever since the big fire ami his occuwhere.
•a?:
within a short time, and al| on ffriday. ly breaking under their rich burden, the pation <>f the office of Mayor he has been
is
The train men now call Friday ““Black
Black fruit however, is not quite as large as last very busy, and his enterprisingspirit has
e
Feathers
Friday.” ‘I
,, 'f .,/!!
year, paused by the long continued left its impress on moroparts of this city
JtJBT INVEN'T'BJD
Specialty!
than one. Mr. Harrington has given us
The saloon vt Messrs. Blom & Spyker drought, which is now happily succeeded
the best dock, built the first brick buildwas broken into on Saturday hig|it Id^t, by a season qf refreshing, rain, which,
All qualities of Carpets cheap; also, all
ing after the fire, and this summer added
and a qdahtity of cigars end a double- though latC, -will yet do much good.
two more buildings to his number— one
I WILL NOT BE TODTOSOLD.
The patent will be tor «ale by November next,
barreled rifle and shot-gun was stolen.
The Holland Township Gemetery As tWo-story on Ninth street, and one on State rlghta. County rights and township righte
a rudsema.
Tlie suspected party, who was traced up
soclationis the name under which this 'entb street, Imiriedlatelyin the tear of will be offered.
HoiXAim. March 80. 1877.
and
caught,
and
who
gave
his
name
aa
ana cnuppis ana wno
ms
an
« .i-Lu
ii
former ope, and waa also the main The corn planter will be a cheapermachine,and
Tohw* Wilunn mlUmn rl«ht iHAlSOCUtldn ha8 inCO^
James Wilson, hut whose right name
i.nnoslte
ated. / The, grounds are located opposite
iiier in starting the shingle mill; at pres- pUnte much tester, and with Ism power than any
supposed to be Dick Gory, was brought
other corn planter known.
our old cemetery and are now being fenced
doing business under the firm name of
C. MULDER.,
^before Justice Van Sfpjielven on Monday
HoLLAJrn,Mlcb.,Jnly14,1877. ,MHfm
and leveled. Jn about one week all will
istlChl & Co. Mr. Harrington is at
"'morning, when he plead guilly. He was
be completed.Thei officers of the asso- _ resent
__
___ o a'tery large
___________
^ _
doing
business in gro
From and after this date, I
sent to the County jail to await his trial
elation are: President, Bernardos GrootCn-jf^fjeg^.y goods, ready made clothing,
intend to devote to this line of
before the Circuit Court.
1

-

i

Quite a largo^Hb party came

here

next

'

!

"I -

•

4

’

.

My

NEW FURNITURE.

•

'

Youth and

,

Sprag Goods.

WHOLESALE

Wear.

RETAIL

ooB’Fiiars,

t

STOW

»

COMPLAHTEH
by

m

_

a

CHARLES MULDER.

.

^
wi"

»

‘

u

CROCKERY!

„

huis; Clerk, Isaac Marsilje; Treasurer^

days since as Mr. F. Kern, of Jan D. Bloemers; Sexton, Leeuwe
ie associationhas already dls
Manlius, was unhitchinghU team in front

A few

P

ly refreshed

ses took fright and during the melee that

followed Mr. Kerri was

immediafbvsaleof thisnumb^ of blocks

seri<

for

some
bis _

men.

ioaij kinds of farmer’s pro-

duce. We hope

eigWone blocks of iu grounds^e&ch
block oqntaining ten lots of 4x2^t. The

of alderman Schmid’s residence^ his hor-

'an(j

ing

he will come back entire

and recuperated, and go on in

helping to build up this city in the future
as he has in the past.

Minim

Tiis
will be

store of E. Metz

to

trade the

.
,

The

are.
•‘A

under*]

those

i

will

___

open
of

r

1

trade.
I

is

one door west of G.

.

:,#i
*

'»•

idii

i
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r

14*

1870.

v-.-V;

n<

will keep
stock of

week

that tfiKgaacciatlon starts out store of Mrs.
Itiatheinten- west of the Post Office.
In their new
walks

Dr.

& Co

meat market
—IN THE —
and
PIEST WAED
m

Hollakd,

'
BLACKBEBKlCa AND

Durant farm stands upon the out- •jy badly,” he mused. “ She was worth
Fanny did not tell him that every sixpence she earned was spent on the com- skirts of a wood, which has always been a hundred Julias. And she is snbh a
wi
picnio parties. good, forgiving little thing that I almost
mon neceysariesof life, and^timt all her a favoritehaunt with
ags had gone to pay that terrible The fates had decreed
decreed -that the Derrys think she’d made it up with me if I
savings
ill; but she looked up lovingly should give a picnic that day; it was went back to her again.”
doctor’s hill,
andsome, gloomy face. WiIk wly in- September,. a
and townsfolk wantinto the handsome,
It was a chilly evening in late autumn
ed to make the most of the waning sum- when William Parr onoe more took his
mer. Miss Jnlia Derry wore an entire- way to George street A host of old recly new costume, bought for the ooca- ollections came crowding round him as

KISSES.

Black berrltf ! rip® hlaekberrlea!
'Will 70a oomf tad Me?i
Over all the woode and lanee
They are running free.
Blackberries 1 ripe blackberriesf
Will you come and eat?
Nature bids you to the fe

?

erwr

"-r-i

Bobin Red and Cardinal,

\

.

nu&feat udornod

H

^

hq

drew

near

A WOMAN’S LETTER.
BT MABT AWOZ.Dl VZBfi.
My

letter’! Ute by"one <Uy,
But truth U, Jenny dew,
Ned Oruyeon came on Sunday—
It aeema he'a always here.

And ma waa In a frenzy— 1
He broughtsome lorelyflowers.

.

Faimy’s home; he began

I

meant to

tell

yon. Jenny,

to wonder how he ooula have stayed
news and everything,
Jenny ^frenand'every
bird
awfiy from her so long, and to be eager
8?v?r
mere merchant’s clerk, and'Sne latiBned for the first glimpse hi ‘her sweet ftot.
With thoMoart Club at Irving; t
Join the company.
women who would leather hear harsh her sweetest smiles OAlVilliam Parr.
He knew just how tfttfr wonld look; his
Arm-in-arm the pair strolled away
words than speak thamri , )
painted the Mow and brightness
I don’t want ma to know
the real of the party. H6 talked
Instead
of
ohidmg,
she
patiently
set
ipom
welcome him. There Wfis a
And fond lovers’njppg the rinoe
Wander In and out— I
Jen, lovera are a nuisance !*
herself to bring her companion into a mons*
sense and she laughed and listened,
er parkfr~a warm, cheery
George brought the ring last night—
better frame of mind, and she succeeded and
and!led him on,< without a thought bar
told him he would find her
A eoliUlre,like Bosan’a;
so well that William almdst forgot the yond the hour’s amusement.; She was sitting as nsnal at her sewing.
Ah ! I wonder whidi is sweetest,
It gave mo inch a fright!
Berries,or a loss?
I cried and wouldn’t wear it;
old bonnet. And yel, when he had left wiser in this world’a.ways than foolish
“I won’t make a dozen wretched exHow, underneaththe inn,
Vhtak
Im
—
—
R/tHin
9
her
at
her
own
door,
and
was
going
back
William,
whose
vanity
had
been
tiokleri
cuses,” thought the young man. ‘‘I’ll
wwBii/M is wuuMx**tuiv rry AvUUI
Do girls contrite tflbear It—
Ten me which is best”
This narrowingdown to one ?
to his lodgings,he began to think of it until he really believedthat hehad made just a& her to forgive me, and toll her
And he warbled, “ Blackberriest
again.
It was quite htuniliating, he said a conquest, Ho was bending down to tiiat I could not live without her.”
Betties for my nest.'’
to himself, for a man in his position, to his companion, With flushed cheeks find W He knocked at the door, and stood
Which is sweetest,happy lovers,
Began to storm and fling,
Happy as you sigh?" ~
And turned quite green and yellow—
have Wen fseen in the company of such a sparkling eyes, when a turn in the path waiting with a throbbing heart for FanLau^hlng^ow^theyMswered me,
I hate that sortof uiing.
suddenly brought them face to f aoe with ny to open it A few seconds passed
Now, Ned is always quiet
^^^How are^you. Parr?” cried a loud Mrs. Marks
I think his cool, gray eye!
ks and Fanny Kenaway.
away, then he heard the inside latch lift“ Children, who in purple Juice
Would stillan Irish riot,
voice. “Splendid evening, isn’t^it? v Even then things might hare turned ed, and stood face Aa face with a tall,
Dye your finger-tips,
Or nuke a regiment fly.
Come home with me and have supper, out well, if William had only been true hard-featuredwoman in a widow’s oap.
Purple are your garmentsdyed,
Purple are your lips.
But what’i so Very funny
will you ?” The speaker was a dashing I to himself. But there was Fanny in her
“Is Mias Kennaway within?” he falThrough the woods and Jaastagd fields -r
Abont him— Ned, I mean—
young fellow, son of an auctioneerwho shabby eve
^
every-day
gown, and the bonnet tered.
He haant any money;
Carryou* anwer^hateita«irt,<
was repnted to be making a fortnne. It '
I heard from Clarence Green
had‘ gone completely out of fashion; and
“
She
doesn’t
live
here,”
responded
r “Blackberries are best ln
Just how he’s situated—
was the first invitation that William had there was the snperb Jnlia hanging on
W/fc ^
’
the woman, shortly,
Keeps books for Webb A Ware.
ever had from Tom Derry.
“ Blackberries,of course, are beat ;
Parr’s anm and quizzing his betrothed
Ah, well— thoee things we fated
“ Not livehere r said 'William. “ Then
Who would kieseswant?"
George owns a million,square.*
“Thanks,” he answered, promptly; with haughty eyes. The worst part of
where is she ? Can you give me any into come.’
“I shall
the young man’s nature came uppermost
, be
. happyt.
Tea, dew, Fate trims the oornejes,
formation?”
“ Blackberries,of course, are beet
And then the two set off together^and at that moment. He gave one quick
Rough-hew them as we may
“ I don’t know anything abont her.
Whatao you say, Grace r
We cant go clad like mourners,
William was by no means ill-pleased
ill-p
to glance at Fanny, and then swept on,
And the littlelass replied,
I’ve heard that some people named KenOr weep the livelongday.
“That’s, of course, the case 1J
without bestowing even a bow of recog- naway lived here before I came, but
But, oh, don’t breathe it, Jemiy
I’d marry Ned, you see,
nition on the little dressmaker.
Bui above them sang a bird
that’s all I can tell you.,”
Without one singlepenny,
“ Well I ” said Mrs. Marks, drawing a
In a mocking tongue,
If only he loved mo
William
turned away from the door
" Wait a littlelonger, dears,
The Derrys Sri hraplj
pleapant villa, long breath, “I
“ I only wonder that th<
like
one
half
stunned.
It
was
all
so
difTon are rather young.
Ah. well— well— well— that’s folly.
with
and green- eartn don’t open
0
and swallow him np I ” ferent from the pleasant and pathetic
Birds who know a thing or two
But sometimes. Jen, I’ve thought,
Wall may tell you thishouse.
Were heard
He, too, seemed melancholy;
scene he had been picturing that he
Quick glances that I’ve caught,
in the garden as the young men apcould
hardly
believe
in
this
stem
reality.
Fanny took her lover’s desertionin a
looked full of speechless sadness—
proached 'the gate; William caught sight
- Harper's Weekly.
There goes a silly tear
venr
quiet
way.
She
knew
that the end And then, as he still stood dreaming on
of light dresses fluttering abont on the
To blot the page— with madness
had
come,
ana
did
not
try to get any the pavement, he bethought him of Mrs.
Good-by,pet, George is here.
lawn, and remembered certain rumors of
l|E JiOST BY IT.
Marks.
She
had
been
the
Kennaways
comfort
out of a dead hope. When the
the beauty of the Derry girls. _ •
We dine at Ella Johnson’s
fire has gone out she is a wise woman familiar friend, and would surely know
P. 8. — I must decide; _
After George street and Fanny’s little
something about their change of resiHe won’t stand too much nonsense.
The evening was warm and still, and work-room, it was no wonder, perhaps, who sets herself to take away the ashes
The crepe comes full yard wide.
and
clean out the grate, even when she dence.
all the doors and windows in George that Gloucester Lodge seemed almost an
Don’t get the buff, it fades so;
Alas
!
Mrs.
Marks'
house
was
quiet
knows her hearthstonewill be cold for
Have train and split-upsack,
street were set open, and everybody who earthlv paradise. Julia
a Derry, the youngand dark. The shutters were closed;
For organdies are made so.
could escape from in-door occupation est and prettiest of the sisters,was dis- many a year afterward. Our little
My heart aches. Love to Jack.
not a gleam of light could be seen withdressmaker
went
on
sewing
and
snip—Scribnerfor September.
was out for a stroll The peopleliving
people in
posed to be very gracious to William,
in,
and
William’s
knock
remained
unanhere were decent, hard-wor
king men and She wore plenty of jewelry and her cos- ping as usual, saying never a word about
swered.
rh to
bo keep their
their tome was made in the latest style. After her trouble.
PITH AND POINTj
“That house is empty,” said a girl’s
Meanwhile
the
household
burdens
ing. anjhon- supper she stayed and sang several fashvoice at his elbow, and, looking around,
their dwelt; iqnable songs, with William standing be- were lightened.Mr. Fenwick wrote a
When do we read of decaying nature ?
ings. Most of the windows could boast side her to torn over the music leaves. kind reply to his sister’s letter, and in- he saw a decently-clad lassie with a par- —When autumn turns the leaves.
cel under her arm. “ The Marks are
of clean muslip curtains,,and the door- It wad/ veiy pleasant, he thought, to see closed a sum large enough to supply
An artificial florist lately described
gone away to live somewhere in the counher
with
all she required.
steps were as white as hard scouring a girl with mgs on her white hands, and
try,”
r,
she
one
added.
uhimaelf
as “head gardener to the ladies.”
“ You can get yourself a new gown
could make them. There was one house, without the tell-tale roughness on the left
“
Can
you
tell
me
what
has
become
of
§
When
can vou be said to swallow
now, Fanny,” said her mother, cheerhowever, whose door-step could ill bear fore-finger.
Mrs.
Kennaway
and
her
daughter?”
fdly.
“It
has
made
my
heart
ache
glass-ware
?— When you buy a tumbler
a comparison with its neighbors; and, as
It was the old, old story. After that
William asked, eagerly.
to
see
you
wearing
that
old
gray
and
goblet.
to “its curtains, they were drab and evening spent at GloucesterLodge Will4 They’re gone to London. Some rich
The young man who on Wednesday
din», and^
up dl the winter. iam’s visits to George street grew rarer, thing. I like my little girl to be well
gentleman found out they were his near
dressed.”
morning said it was nip and tuck, went
rarer; and little Fanny drooped visibly.
Brave Fanny ! If a sick heart whis- relations, and he has taken them to live and tuck a nip.
It is not so very hard for a woman to
pered
that it didn’t matter what she with him.”
me s burdens
ouruens wnne
bearrupunuer
up under life’s
while sue
she
It was Mr. Emerson, we believe, who
Without another word William walked
wore
nowadays,
she never heeded the
walK togetner. HI were ner I snould has the sir
made
the remark that 44 old age is not
“ “
voice ; she chose the material with as away, hardly knowing
be sick of the sight of those frightful lean upon,
disgraceful, but it is immensely disadwas
taking.
Until
that
mo:
drab curtains. And die with a smart well1 for her if the burdens do not ernsh much care as if it had been the stuff
vantageous."
never realised how strong
young man coming often to the house 1” her altogether,(Fanny,
'anny, however, was for her wedding dress, and set about
An old negro cook says: “Sass is
making it np in her best style. When that had bound him to little Fannjtflfce
“ Foot thing I” sighed the other wom- not without a certain
tain qniet
* * fortitude,
*
powerful
good in everything but chilit was finished Mrs. Marks came in had neglected her— trifled with myself
an, a good-natured soul, always ready to She feH that her _
prop wfis giving
dren.
Dey
meeds some oder kind of
and
bin
best
feelings—
and
well-nigh
and resolutely cleared away the signs of
find excuses for those the world was and nerved herself to do without it
broken her heart ; but had he really dressin’.”
work,
and
then
sent
Fanny
up-stairs
to
hard upon—
poor thing ! she can’t have
“ Fanny,” said Mrs. Kennaway, one
never ceased to love her? She was gone;
The secret of running a boardinga minute to call her own. What with evening, as the young dress-maker sat put on the new gown and go out walkshe Dad quietly vanished out of his way, honse profitably is to find ont just what
her dressmaking and her mother’s long sewing in her window seat, “you are not ing in it
your boarders don’t want, and then feed
your
It waa getting late in the afternoon and made no sign.
illness, she mud be pretty nearly at her looking well, my child; I wish William
*
remloteof it
when
Fanny
returned
from
her
stroll
wonld come and take vou out He hasn’t
Three years passed away. William
A witness on the stand, in reply to a
It seemed to her, as she entered the litM W«H if young Parr don’t mind the been here very often lately,has he?”
tle parlor, that it was full of people ; her Parr had stepped into the place left va- question as to what the characterof Mr.
“No,
mother,
not
very
often.”
curtains and that disgracefuldoor-step
, leant by the death of a senior clerk, his
was for truth and veracity,said,
“I think you are working too hard,” mother sat by the window, looking nervof hers, Pm sure I don’t,” responded the
ous
and
tearful, yet happv withal ; andilaalary had been raised, and he had “Well, I should say that he handles
first speaker,sharply. “And here he continued the poor woman, sighing. “I
by her aide was an elderly gentleman, moved into better quarters. Perhaps, if truth very carelessly.”
comes, looking as natty hi you please, get well very slowly, Fanny, and the beefhe had sought to renew his intimacy with
talking earnestly.
It is very, very sad when an absentand walking as if the very ground wasn’t tea and port wine cost a great deal I’ve
A
little apart from these two was a the Derrys, he might not have been re- minded young man is asked at a church
made np my mind, child, to write to my
good enough for his
yonng man, sitting at the table and pulsed, but he was now a sadder and festival what he'll have, and answers:
brother at last.”
' William Farr, the promised husband
turning over the pages of a little vol- wiser man.' The sense of loss had never “Beer.” But it’s just as bad when he
** But, mother, you’ll be dreadfully disof Fanny Kennaway, was one of those
ume
of poems which had been a gift entirely left him, nor had he as yet found tries to suck up his ioe-creamwith a
men who are said to be above their sta- tressed if he doesn’t answer. And you
from
William
Parr to his affianced wife. anyone who could be what Fanny had tftraw.
tion, and are sometimes so very mnch hare often said that he would never forBoth gentlemen rose quickly as Fanny been. No tidings of her had ever comfi
“No, Geobge,” she said, in response
aUOffrirtlmtthere is no keeping them give vou for marrying my poor father.”
came
in, and the elder introduced him- to her old lover; in the days of their in*
“Ire
been
a
widow
for
nearly
five
to
his question, 44 it is not trne that a
in. it William, however, Wfis industrknji'
tercourseshe had been silent about her
self at once.
string of new belt buckles in a shop
enough to find
the me«*ant years, Fanny. Surelv Steven can buir
“lam your unde, Steven Fenwick, Uncle Fenwick, and William had not window would make aiy woman lose a
who employed him. Out cpf the count- the old grievances in my husband’s
Fanny,”
he said, taking her hands. even heard his name.
train; but,” she added, musingly,
ing-house he held his head high and grave !”
One day it happened that William Parr
“ Give me a kiss, my dear. You are like
44 sometimes she may have to run a litlodkedtlOwnnpOn’ttfi|6tow-cleriM,Wbo v “TbtfknoV best, mother. But father
the daughter I nave lost. TPis is my was dispatched to London to transact
tle.”
never ceased to wonder why such a lofty always spoke of him as a hard man.”
some business for his employer. It was
sonj your cousin Walter.”
“ Well, at any rate, ! shall make an atfellow should have courted an humble
In a discussion in a Board of AlderThe young man came forward and winter, but the weather was clear and
little dressmaker in, George street But tempt to soften him. Don’t try to talk
sunshiny, and when he arrived at the
very few men of taste would have been me out of it, Fanny. I believe it is the asked if Fanny were willing to make
great metropolitan station it wanted an
friends
with
an
unknown
relative.
His
right
thing
to
do.”
surprised fit Parr’s choice if 1 they had
hour to noon. Among the numbers wait*
Fanny held her peace, but she had lit- manner was natural his voice very genseen Fanny Zennaway in her seal by the
had always
ing on the platform one figure attracted remarked that he, for
tle hope that her uncle Fenwick wonld tle, and Fanny felt at once that he treat'
window that evening.
enough to
found
the
old
ones
44
ed her with as much deference as if she William’s eye at onoe ; it was that of a
After a long day’s work she was resting reply to his sister’s letter. She knew
lady, richly dressed in velvet and sable, stand by.”
eyes and hands for a few minutes, and that he was a rich city merchant, several had been a peeress instead of a poor lit- who was evidently looking out eagerly
A business man wished Sunday
watching fqr William’s WBing; Hen years older than her mother, but she had tle dressmaker. What he thought of
for some one in the train. As she caught come twice a week, so he could
was a delicate, clear-cut face, pale as a never seen him, and had founded her her she did not learn till long after- a glimpse of the face she was watching church oftener. Up
Hb takes m
in so many
opinion of his character solely on her ward ; but certain it is that the image
lily, and •erious almost to sadness— a face
for, her own brightened and flushed in a bogus 10-oent piece? in six days that his
that teemed to hare, little in common fathers dislike to him. The late Mr. of a sweet, pale girl hi a brown dress,
way that William well remembered. J ust conscience will not permit him to put
with the heedles and pins and gay stuffs Kennaway had been one of those men haunted Walter Fenwick’s mind for
so had she greeted him when he had been them all in the contnbution-box during
many
a
day.
around her. And yet, in a general way, who have a natural turn for borrowing
wont to pay his evening visits to the one Sunday.
“ Your nude wants us to go and live
Fanny worked cheerfullyenough at her monev, and are generallysevere on the
little house in George street a long time
The Philadelphia Bulletin says:
trade. It was only when mining as well friends who refuse to lend. Perhaps with him, Fanny,” said Mrs. Kennaway, ago.
44 Col Robert IngersoU, while in CaliMrs. Kennaway had taken some pains to tremulpusly, “ He is a widower, and has
» lot, and a he* vy
A quiet-looking gentleman stepped out fornia last month, had his faith in the
only a housekeeper to take care of him.
l to ordinary ext to story of David and Goliah much reof fi first-class carnage, and waa abou
for Fanny had never disoovered Shall we go f”
penses, that ^her little tody, felt itself
draw her hand through his arm. But freshed by the spectacle of a man weigh“Will you come and be my child,
weary of this great world. But there
William, yielding to a powerful impulse, ing 260 pounds hotly pursued by an exwas no great weariness in the smile that
said honefc Mrs. Fanny?” asked Mr. Fenwick. She approached and spoke.
asperated bumble-bee.”
greetecLWilliaju as he entered the humble
the 'litae- room, turned and looked steadfastly at him for
“Fanny— Miss Kennaway,” he said,
a
moment,
with
her
eyes
full
of
tears.
xocrii. Like a wise wfitUMl} as she was,
The knocker is plied at Dr. A
’s
turday, and you are
nervously.
going to have a whole holiday. Erejy- And then, slowly and gmefully,she anShe gave a very slight start. For an house with much vigor at 1 a. m. The
doctor opens the window. “Who’s
thing’s planned, so you may leave off
instant her color deepened; and then she
“Come, Fanny,” he aaid, “won’tyou shaking your head. , Mary Bakef haq
there?” < “It’s me. Ml. B
is very
Only a fortnight after Mr. Fenwick’s frankly extended her hand.
go for a walk this evening? Your promised to come and sit With youf visit, the inhabitants of George street
“Not Miss Kennaway Ubw,” she an- sick. Come quick.” 44 What’s wrong
The same disease that
mother is better, so that you surely can mother. My man and I have arranged ran to their doors to catch a last glimpse swered, smiling. “-This is my husband, with him?”
be
<
; '
carried off his wife and children last
to take you right off to Durant form, of the Kennaways. The two women Mr. Fenwick— Mr. Parr.”
week.” The doctor, being the family
“O yes, mother can spare me; Mrs. where my sister lives.”
came very Quietly out of the little house
William scarcely knew how he
ician, said,
Mr. Marks and her husband were the and entered the fly that waited for them turned
sd the gentleman’s
salutation. A. phyfhriaii,
said “Give him the same
gentlen
Kennaways’ next-door neighbors.They and their It
Mrs. Marks wavfed' moment
ent more and Walter Fen
Fenwick and Treatment, and if there is any change,
were a childless couple, and instead of a tearful farewell; her husband stood1 on his wife
had
passed
on,
leaving
rife
on. leaving William 001116 a8am* '
“I wonder why we hever can enjoy wasting their affections on dogs and par- the pavement, smiling broadly to hide to collect his scattered senses. Both had
Poetry of Motion,
ourselves as other people do,” muttered rote they looked out for young, people his real feelings, and then the vehicle
seen plainly that he was far too confused
Parr, crossly. “You are making a regu- who needed lore and sympathy. Fanny rattled away, and the folks went in-doors
to enter into conversation.
The poetry of motion maybe seen in
.
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lar slave of. yourself,

Fanny.”

“ Well, then, 111 go,” she answered,
after a little pause, “ and I won’t be five
minutes getting ready.”
She kipped off; and soon retained,

only

ve found
a fault in her. .But aa they
„ walk,
_____ ;edaway
'Ptreet there
theatre*
there iraa
inaaolond
and presently he spoke

m

again, saying that they supposed the
44 Poor fellow 1” said Walter, looking
make a lady of down tenderly into his wife’s face. 1
for shrewd eyes to read the signs of a little Fanny.
do not wonder that he was agitated by
sick
i I : isr
And how was< it, msa&while, with this sudden meeting with his lost love.
William Parr? His intimacy with those He is a great loser and I am a great
gay jtriends,, the Denys, had come to an gainer, Fanny."— Uawdrs
end with the summer. Julia got tired
not be quite a perfect holiday of his attentions, and snubbed him; her
Oalignani's Messenger
without William ; but the girl enjoyed elders said to each other that young Adelina Patti has paid
fresh air and rest, and was grateful for Parr's freqnent visits were becoming manager of the Italian t,
kindness. It was a
quite a nuisance; even Tom at last gave 100,000 francs as ^forfeit for
they reached t
him the ookl shoulder. They
of engagement Shehosalsot
declared
heartless set. h
he said to himself,
to M. Strakosch of -New Yoikto say that
wonderfully. A dJy or" two in
abominably ill- used. And then
she accepted his proposol#for tfie United
country, she said, would put a little t
to him that he was
pale
brighten the

Measy

it

is

44

heart

"

that _

___

__

„„

1

cheeks
pewr

m

rich uncle was going to

FumyT

?

^

j
nr.

_

ht for treating Fan- half million franca.''

two Ways at one and the same time. Just
watch a bald-headed man in ohnrch. To
look at him you would think h18 whole
being was absorbed in wrestling with
those great problems of theology that
the preacher is rolling in upon him like
a flood, but it is not so; look closely,
and you will see the set teeth, the cocked
eye. and vengeance standing out upon
his brow. He knows that a fly has been
shinning for the lost' five minutes back
and fortn and all over his head, but can
ie sole of his

L
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OUR POPULATION.
Its

Growth

Since 1870 -Some Interesting
Facts.
[From the Cincinnati Commercial.]

In the absence of any provisionbylaw
of Congress for a semi-decennialcensus,
a number of the States, increasing of
late years, have provided for talcing the
census of their inhabitantsat their own
expense. No less than fifteen States
have taken such a consul, all in the ye%r
1875. except in the oage pf Michigan,
whicn -#as taken in 1874, and in those
of Missouri and Nebraska, which were
taken in 1876. The followingtable exhibits the figures of population by these

enumerationscompared with the late
United States census in 1870. The
right-handcolumn shows the percentage
of increase in the population of each

TT

Cetunu,

State

Per

1870. ,CeMU#s. Increase,cent.
lows ...........1,191,000 1,350,544156,594 1J
Kansas .........864,399 528,437 164,038
45
Louisiana ....... 796,915 857,039 130,194
18
MaauobtUette , 1,4*7^61 1,661,912194,561 18
Michigan ....... 1,184,058 1,8S4,031149,972 iV 13
Minnesota ...... 439,766 597,407 157,701
36
Missouri ........1,721,295 2,085,537364,242
2i
Nebraska ....... 122,933 257,747 134,754 100
Nevada .......... 42,491 52,540 10,049
24
New Jeraey ..... 906,096 1,019,413113.317
13
New York. ...... 4,382.759 4,705,208822,446
7
Oregon .........90,923 104,920 13,997
15
Rhode Island... 217,353 258,239 40,886
19
South Carolina.. 705,606 823.447 117,841
17
Wisconsin ....... 1,054,670 1 236,599 181,929
17
.
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land exceptional
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strength

PURELY VEGETABLE,

Water-Propulsion*
t b Attempts have been madp at various
times to move boats by owing jets of
water through openings in* the tides or
ends of the hulls, and hitherto these experimeds have not been -snooessful. •%.
more recent experiment in this direction 0HILL8
MALARuov*vf£.
has resultedfavorably, and a tow ‘
IPWRL OOM.
PIKaM°
13.11 meters (43 ft) long, has bee
struoted that employs a common i
pump in plaoe of an engine and propeller. The boat has a steam-boiler of
moderate sins, and is,, in other respeets,
a tow-boat of the usual pattern, tour
pipes 64 millimeters (2} in.) in diame- a remedy ft
your appetl
ter are laid the whole length of thrboat
inside, and about 1 meter below the
water-line. At the bow two of these
SHOULD not bo

14,610,63616,863,0202,252,38415^t
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States.

Have you seen any
Free Press.

THE novelty $66

.A

MONl^GENTfWANTED-SR
Adidas laths world ;onasampla/r««.
JAY BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.

I

Wi

\

*M™sags^

directly into

stem
22 i
pair

manner, except
placed at the bows. A steam-pump is
connected with each pair of these pipes,
and when at work takes the water in at
the bows and ejects it in % powerful
stream at the stem, and thus forces the
boat ahead at a good speed. To reverse
the direction the pump takes the water
from the stem through the other pair of
pipes sadf forces it at the bow, and the
boat instantly reverses its direction.
The novelty in this inventionconsists in
the nse of a reduced pipe or nozzle at
the place of discharge. By means of the
two nozzles the boat may be easily
steered independently of the rudder by
using one or tlm other of the tv'o pipes
alternately. The advantagesclaimed
for this system of propulsion are the
cheapness' of the apparatus and the absence of ripple or disturbance of the
water. The escaping water is so far
below the surface that it creates no disturbance,and the boat only makes the
wave that breaks from the dow, and, in
this respect this method -of propulsion
may fulfill the demand for a steam towboat for canals. On a trial trip at sea,
the boat made a voyage of some length
in safety and. afc
Scribner
for September.

EVERY APPROVED FORM OF POLICY
ISSUED ON MOST FAyORABLR TERMS

ENPfjp

ALL

POLICIES

'

t&verage.
[Note.— The same average percentageof increase, if applied to all the States, would give us a
'

population of 44.564,881for the jear 1875, as against
38,567,617in 1870.]
.

Some remarkablefacts are exhibited
^bove. While the smallest per cent, of
increase in population among the States
which have numbered their inhabitants
since 1870 is in New York, the largest
growth is in such far Western States as
Minnesota,which lias increased 36 per
cent in five years, Kansas, which has
increased 46 per cent, in the same time,
and in Nebraska, which has grown 109
per cent, in six years’ time. On the other
hand Iowa, which used to be noted for
its extremely rapid advance in populalation, appears to have Buffered a material check, having grown only 13 per
cent, in five years from 1870 to 1875,
against 80 per cent in the decade from
1860 to 1870. The leading cities of
Iowa exhibit a very small increase,
Davenport having grown only from 20,038 to 21,234, or about 5 per cent, in fiver
years; Des Moines from 12,035 to 14,443,
or about 20 per cent, while Keokuk has
actually decreased,having only a population of 11,841 in 1875, as against 12,766
in 1870. The recent slow growth of

Iowa
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“ That’s tojy reward for followingyour
suggestions ! ’ he exclaimed,banging one
of the halves against a door.

No,
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Now, the next thing will be something else,” remarked Abdul as he securely labeled. The fao-simile signature
Doole* A Brother, the manufacturers, is
pushed his plate Aside and pulled ; the
plainly printed on ea^h label.
melon toward him. “We can never be
thankful enough that nature has proThirty years* experience prove* the
vided such delicacies for the palates of Graefenberg Vegetable Pills to be the mfldert
men.”
and most effective medicine ever known for the
The knife sank out of sight below the complete cure of headache, biliousness,liver

melon?

NOT

i

kidney troubles,and uterine weakness. Not

“

“What suggestions?”

Address, Thb Daily Cuahuc,
New York City.

very

curative of dyspepsia, biliouRoeis, constipation,

might

she

si

The Finest Toned and Most Durable Made.
New Styles. New Mole Ntops.
Warranted Flva Tttre. Send for Prioe- Lists.

,

selves when they refused his escort
home from spelling-schools.
“ Prepare your mouth for a delicious
feast, and after dinner we’ll walk down
and buy that camel’e-hair shawl,” he said
to his wife as he entered the house.
Caution to the Public.
It wasn’t much of a diimofc The
We understand there are unprincipledgrogood Abdul El Kerum didn’t believe in cers and dealers who palm off on unwary purpie and cake and pudding and lamb- chase Yeast Powder in bulk, or loose, for the
genuine Dooley’s Yeast Powder. For the
chops, and perhaps he couldn’t have had
protection of housekeepers and the public genthem if he had believed with all his

wiff as
wife,
buttered another ear of corn.

HO

(different aubjcctn.)14x17 inches:
Or for FIVE PICTURES. 17x22;
Or for FOUR PICTUHKS.19x34.
Fac-«imilecopies of FIRE 8TEKL
ENQRAY15G8, made by the celebrated (IRA Pll 1C process, prinud op
Hrsrr Plate Paper for iraminc.
Send ten cents for IllntMtaf Catalogyn containingover 100 pictures.

WHITNEY S HOLMES ORGAN

devoured the red-cored fruit He only have multitudes of thoab Whom it has
thumped on the melon and it thumped cured borne testimony in its behalf, hot it has
A 1. He pressed it with his knee and been repeatedly commended by the medical
profession and the press.
the dull “o-rackl” proved a ripeness
there. The grocer said it was O. K., the Plain Facte lor Advertlsercto Bead and
Consider.
boys around said they would bet it was,
The Springfield (Massachusetts)DoUy Union
and the good Abdul El Kerum handed
over the cash and bore the melon home has a larger circulation in Springfieldaudwithin a radius of twenty-fivemiles, thanany other
in triumph. Laborers gazed on his burjournal.
den and sighed; servant girls leaning The Springfield (Massachusetts)Weekly Union
over gates wished they worked in his has a larger circulation, local andgmeral,than

PUTUKEB,

For BIX BKAUTIPUL

it

Mining Statistics.
The.Engineering and Mining Journal
presente figures giving the results of
mining in the last twenty years. The
writer puts the investments in all mines
and miUs now in operation at $860,000,-

ern States from being advanced in price to the invalid portion of the community than
too rapidly through competition.
the following, viz.: That alterative treatment
is only permanently successfulwhen aided by
invigoration.When the functionsof the body
Almost a Fable.
are disordered, the nse of a genial tonic with
One mild summer’s day in the long which corrective properties are combined is the
ago, a good old man named Abdul El speediestmeans of regulatingthem. Such a
tonic is Hostetter’aStomach Bitters, the most
Kerum, noted for bis kind heart and
popularas it is the best articleof itsdup* For
gentle ways, bought a watermelon as he more than twenty five yean it has been need
was going home to dinner. It was the with signal success as a remedy for, and prefirst melon he had seen in twelve months, ventive of malarialfevers, as a means of imand one couldn’t blame him for licking parting strength to the debilitated, and as a

“Soldi” whispered
whifloered the

Imore
ESr-

'

good

(IfitAM

N. Rntaw Ht
poatnge free

Itm extra facilitieafur a thoroofh medicalad aoaUoa
to both men tad
thonti

$1.00

“

Hw

HEADACHE.

DR'C.W'IIENHON’8CBLEUy AND
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days of maturity,and the price,

'“SSt

HEBSIDEHT mirr [LT^SSii
Farmers, for Iowa!

Ho!

JAMES

membered how they fooled them-

ureai

$IOtoS2S

BUHIA,

JAMES

probably paralleled by that of
others of the Western States besides of mines and mills, $350, 000, 000; total,
$1.00
Michigan (shown in the table to have $2,200,000,000. Profit*for twenty-seven $1.00
gained only 13 per cent in population), yei^$l, 491, 000,000, representing an
as the emigration of the farming and incomz of $50^)00,000per annum on an Osgood's Heliotp Engrwings.
The choicesthousehold omuments. Price
laboring class from the central belt of investment of $709,000,000.
One Dollar each. Send for catalogue,
Western States to the cheaper lands of
The real Home Insurance Company—
the far West has been a marked feature
R.
& CO.
of the past few years. This tendency is A good wife.
BOSTON,
HASS.
no doubt a wholesome one, operatingto
$1.00
A Leuon Taught by Experience.
equalize values, check land monopoly,
Among
the many valuable lessonataught by
ectTraeai
and keep the lands of the middle Westexperience there is not one of greater moment

kitchen; middle-aged spinsters sadly re-
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aLOMOW SENSATZOZTAL FESTIVAL

A

Monttfom*-/ Qumu OtliforniftMenagerie
and Circus, at Holland,Friday,

Sept

7th.

The abore well and

-A.KTD

favorably

exhibition will, as everybody knows, appear In this place

on

people may safely expect

H A

C

when our

Sept. 7th,

—

known

E

IsT G-

!

witness the

to

very best show, of the kind, ever in the

State. The following

tel Is

the

tale

:

WHERE

“ Multitudinousas were the attractions
for the amusement-lovingpublic last evening, Montgomery Queen’s Circus 'and

Me-

nagerie had a splendid audience.

The

?

time
first

programme of performancein

Montgomery

the arena

was varied throughout. The acts were of
the very beat and moat interestingdescrip-

tion. Without a doubt

jthis is

one of the

finest circus companies, taken as

Dueen's

lic iu

.

C.

a

the trapeze,

by Charles and Loline Belmont, exhibited

an

nerve, grace and daring in

extraordi-

DELUGE OF NOVEITIES!

nary degree. The lady, while hanging

The only

now

Coming

Trains

laughter. Mademoiselle Turn-

tirely

new.

Prolific

admira-

It inspired an intense

35 Cars.

Combined Wonder of the

two bare-backedhorses was something en-

Earth.

and both clever artists A Trip across the Continent, from
were repeatedlyapplauded.Miss Ellen
the Pacific to the Atlantic.
Cooke, a beautifully-formed and graceful
tion for its daring

•

Queen

of the Air,

has adopted as hie motto:

Quick Sales & Small Profits

New

_

aiiH‘

Circus

Everythingis decreasingIn value, and also Medicines, be they patent or otherwise, for

'trayteljng.

New Organization

Circus

ME1H BEAST,

!

Th« Same with

New Menagerie!

New Canvass!
IIS,

Georgeous Costumes!
W

e

have got to be contentedwith smalls profits

Brilliant Trappings.

In these

;

SAN FRANCISCO TO NEW YORK

equestrienne, did some astoundingfeats of

horsemanship. The

Entirely

'

gation ever Organized.

on

our and Signor Sebastian’s double act

of

two Special

Most Comprehensive Aggre-

convulsed the monster audience into parof

fly

Wh>

strictly legitimate

Caravan

small trapeze In her hands, from which
four men suspended themselves, the lower

one meantime performing a number of
feats. Woodie Cooke, in his somersault
riding, was sure and daring. Mr. James
Cooke, the clown, had many queer and
quaint conceits and funny stories, that

DOESBURG-

Combination ofMenagerie,

Avalanche ofWonders,

head downward from the trapeze, held a

oxysms

prweift occupiedby

at

H.

Shows of California.

the United States. In no branch of

the profession do their superiors exist,

upon

-

a whble,

performingbefore the pub-

thrilling sensationalact

•

[>on

with more firat-claas artists of the highest
talent, that ia

Dowbnrg.

In the *torc formerly occupier? hr J. o.

An

“HARD

Mademoiselle Toruour, performed her

f'.i

m

.

TIMES,’’

fearfulact upon the flying trapeze, stamp-

We

ing herself as the greatest of equilibristes
in the

World. Signor

Sebastian, the first

of living bareback riders,exhibited exclt-

an

audience into

ecstacy of applause.

The comic Keunebels, in a aide-splitting
act,

36

10

meth-

the

od by which circus riders are taught their
profession, was full of fun

and moving

hilariouslaughter. The military spectacle
of “ Putnam, the Iron Sou of ’70,” fittingly concluded one of the most interesting
circus entertainmentsever witnessed in
thia city.”— A/to California,April 1U.

Tub

great

Geimn
a

store will, always l>e
•open from early morning to

CAGE MUSEUM.

evening

late in the

ROYAL EGYPTIAN CARAVAUST

incidents and was productive.ofthe most

going through

the lowest rates, irrespectiveof age. sex. or social
standing.

Cage Menagerie!

won nnstinted and loudly expressed

appreciation.The exhibition of

putonr motto Into practice.I will guar-

nntee honest and kind treatmentto customers, at

ing feats of boraemansbip, .thrillinghis

•

inviteFarmers and Cltlcens to come and try,

pe

if

Great Double Circus.

Oi

My request totholnhabitant*
of

Give me,

at,

this

Colony is:

least, a part of

your trade.

capital, Berlin, is

terrible real-estate col-

C.

a DOESBURG.

:

lapse. For the three or four years before
1878

Holland, AugusjT, 1877.

itpeemed impossibleto build houses

,7.10110

fast enough to supply the increasingpo-

the

supply was pushed be

yond the demand, prices hove been

so

high that people went away, and now there
are 20,P?0

vacant apartments in the

ihl/

•

Ktl«

city.

tobaccos, as cheap as.tmywhej'e

There is a great deal of real esbte that
does not yield income enough tp- pay

else.

flUnfl
..fi,.

i-'xn, and a wlde-sirrcnd distress and ruin

among

real-estate iften

who have

done

n

1

pj.l

!

business on borrowed capital. It is the

our American

exi'Ct repetitionof
ience!.

Joslin&Breyman,

exper•

A new use

for

dynamite has been found

8

by the fishermen on the coasts of Cornwall

and Devenshire. In a report recently
presented to the House of Lords it is
stated the practice of destroying fish by
means of dynamite is so common that it
is feared the pilchards mackerel and henring will not stand such treatment^ but
will leave the coast

of

a bill to

make

forever. There

is

:ff

li

53
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talk
be

s

'

S

of

*78,
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Grand
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Watchmakers ^ Jewelers,

1

reCen! ,un®v,'Uo" ,n aren,c •musenvints)styled Girona Riding Exoaed, will
public. In the evening the gorjcoonB, sensational, militaryspectacle

10

TAIIj TO 8ES

THE

Oriental Street Parade

‘h'

5

?

lutroitacelfevery ^

mile boundary.

t-

.

Q>

a criminal offence, Putnam tk« Iron Son
punishable with imprisonmentand hard
labor. AdUDculty in dealing with the
matter arised from the fact that the dynamite is generally used beyond the three-

DEALKH8

IN

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
!

!

»r»n . tboroijhf.r,.

national rennion will

be held at Marietta, 0., September

A number of

P ^ B- J1
/v. r<

the use of dynamite for

soldiers’

•

4«

Ash-killing purposes

Tbs next

'4^-7.

BON-TON SHOW OF THE UNIVERSE

distinguished generals, both

Union and confederate,among them Gens

All Kinds of Spectacles.

Cockerell and Joe Johnston,Sheridan and
-Crooks, are to be there, end it Is expected
the president will also attend.

Vfull &lne of CtoM

The gov-

Ms staff will be
Young w|}i; formally

ernor of the state and

partinn political speeches

a

of

Holland, March

.

made an arrangementwith its

which they

1877.

6-Jy.

.

Hardware Store

Memphis, Tann„ which has

bonded debt of 14,000,000, has recently

by

84,

will be tolerated.

... «>». ,1-^

Th* dtj

Peaco

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Biecuted.

and Gov.
open the camp on the first day. All soldeirsof both armies are invited,and no
present,

Cor. Eighth and

m editors

Fhb

Streets,

agree to take SO cents on a

dollar In a 80-year 0

per

Cent bond, with

coupons receivable at par three tnonthi
before maturity for all debts due the city.

There

iq

included in the arrengemlot A

T000.

a

hardwhM Store fn

pro\iso that the city shall not Issue a bomi

orscr^ of any kind

oral Hardware.Stove*, Glass, Nalls, Farming Im-

until the $2,000, pOj)

Tinware very Neatly and
obitaclala the ntTlgiUao offhe MImImIP'.
pi

cunad bt ttu

has

>

N. B. — All liquors, sold for
medicinal purposes only, as
pure as you may wish them;
also, a fine stock of cigars and

pulation, or to advance prices beyond the

takers. But

e)i*

i 4

Dm MoUm rapid*

Promptly Repaired.

I,

i

ifr

/^.l

Holland; Friday, septemiek
l A

J

/cKilJUKi

Ibt

MX

fll

0

ui

giveusasliare

Call and see and
of

your Patronage.
J.

VANDERVEEN.

Hoijand, March 10.

1877.
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